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1Summary
1.1 English
The inhibition of transcription factor activation can be translated into a novel therapeu-
tic strategy for a wide range of disease models. Decoy oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs)
containing the consensus binding site of a target transcription factor (TF) subsequently
prevent binding of the TF to the promoter regions of its target genes associated with
certain disorders. Decoy ODNs were shown to be safe and effective, but until now the
main delivery route consisted of local application. However, depending on the target
organ, this approach is not always feasible. Therefore, the main aim of this study is the
establishment of an adeno-associated virus (AAV)-based method of decoy ODNs deliv-
ery, which allows continous generation of the therapeutic nucleic acid compound as a
short hairpin RNA (shRNA) in AAV-transduced cells.
In Marfan syndrome, increased Transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) bioavailability
induces enhanced activity of activator protein-1 (AP-1), which in turn upregulates ex-
pression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). These endopeptidases were proven to
be involved in the elastin degradation and aortic fragility which causes aortic aneurysm
formation and dissection. The effect of ”naked” hpAP-1 decoy ODNs application and
AAV9SLR transduction was analysed using primary mgR/mgR SMCs as an in vitro
model and AP-1 activation was induced by interleukin-1 β (IL-1β) treatment. Both
treatments led to decreased mRNA level of AP-1 target genes MMP9 and monocyte
chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1), as well as decreased MMP activity and smooth mus-
cle cells (SMCs) migration capacity. Moreover, IL-1β-induced reactive oxygen species
(ROS) production was reduced.
In vivo experiments were performed using mgR/mgR mice. By F.I.S.H. experiments, the
expression of the hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs in endothelial cells and SMCs was demon-
strated, 4 weeks after ex vivo tissue transduction and reimplantation into mgR/mgR
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mice. Furthermore, AP-1 target genes MMP9 and MCP-1 were downregulated and
MMP protein level and activity was significantly reduced. Additionally, AAV9SLR
transduction caused a remarkable decrease in the number of infiltrating macrophages
and improved endothelial tight junction integrity. Importantly, AP-1 inhibition signifi-
cantly decreased the level of elastin degradation, as shown by a reduction in the number
of islands of damage.
The second aim of this study was the preclinical validation of AAV9 vector express-
ing hpNFAT decoy ODNs as a therapeutic approach in an experimental model of left
ventricular hypertrophy and heart failure in mice (transverse aortic constriction, TAC).
The effect of hpNFAT decoy ODNs and AAV9 transduction was first assessed in vitro
by employing the cardiomyocyte cell line HL-1, as well as primary neonatal cardiomy-
ocytes, which were treated with the pro-hypertrophic stimulus endothelin-1 (ET-1). The
results revealed a significant downregulation of the fetal gene programme, represented
by atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) and brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) as well as de-
creased myosin heavy chain-β (β-MHC) protein expression. Moreover, hpNFAT decoy
ODNs and AAV9 expressing hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs reduced ET-1 induced protein
synthesis rate.
Two weeks prior to inducing myocardial hypertrophy through aortic stenosis by TAC
surgery, AAV9 was injected systemically. The vector led to the intracellular synthesis of
the active RNA decoy ODNs in cardiomyocytes and decreased expression of fetal gene
programme. In addition, markers of myocardial hypertrophy heart weight/tibia length
(HW/TL) and heart failure lung weight/tibia length (LW/TL) were significantly reduced
in treated mice. At the same time, heart function was markedly improved and fibrosis
markers were reduced by NFAT neutralization through AAV9 injection.
In conclusion, AAV-mediated decoy ODN delivery to the target organ may be a powerful
tool to regulate the expression of genes involved in the progression of certain diseases.
The present study showed the therapeutic efficacy of this concept by investigating two
cardiovascular disease models.
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1.2 German
Herz-Kreislauf-Erkrankungen stellen in der westlichen Welt die ha¨ufigste Todesur-
sache dar. Eine neuartige therapeutische Strategie zum Einsatz fu¨r ein breites Spektrum
dieser Erkrankungsarten ist es, die Transkriptionsfaktor-Aktivierung zu hemmen. In
dieser Studie werden zwei Erkrankungen betrachtet, zum einen die Aortenaneurysma-
Dissektion bei Patienten mit Marfan-Syndrom und zum anderen die Herzinsuffizienz.
Die molekularen Mechanismen und beteiligten Transkriptionsfaktoren dieser kardio-
vaskula¨ren Komplikationen wurden bereits in anderen Arbeiten intensiv untersucht.
Decoy Oligodeoxynucleotide (ODNs) enthalten die Konsensbindungsstelle eines Ziel-
Transkriptionsfaktors und verhindern so eine Bindung an die Promotorregion der Gene,
die mit bestimmten Erkrankungen assoziiert sind. Decoy ODNs erweisen sich als ef-
fektiv und sicher. Jedoch bestand der Applikationsweg bisher hauptsa¨chlich in der
lokalen Anwendung, was je nach Zielorgan allerdings nicht immer mo¨glich ist. Da-
her ist das Hauptziel dieser Studie die Etablierung einer AAV-basierten Methode, um
die kontinuierliche Bildung von Decoy ODNs als shRNA in den transduzierten Zellen
zu ermo¨glichen.
Die gesteigerte TGF-β Bioverfu¨gbarkeit ist fu¨r das Marfan-Syndrom kennzeichnend.
Sie induziert die Aktivierung des Transkriptionsfaktors AP-1, was eine gesteigerte Ex-
pression von MMPs zur Folge hat. Diese Endopeptidasen sind ursa¨chlich am Elastin-
abbau und der Fragilita¨t der Aorta beteiligt, welches zur Bildung bzw. Dissektion
eines Aortenaneurysmas fu¨hren kann. Der Effekt der nackten hpAP-1 Decoy ODNs
und der AAV9SLR Transduktion wurde zuna¨chst in prima¨ren kultivierten mgR/mgR
SMCs in vitro analysiert, bei denen IL-1β-vermittelt AP-1 aktiviert wurde. Beide
Ansa¨tze fu¨hrten zu einer Reduktion der mRNA-Expression der AP-1 Zielgene MMP9
und MCP-1. Ebenso konnten verminderte MMP Aktivita¨t und Migrationskapazita¨t der
SMCs beobachtet werden. Daru¨ber hinaus wurde die durch IL-1β-induzierte ROS-
Produktion gehemmt.
In vivo Experimente wurden mit Fibrillin-1-defizienten mgR/mgR Ma¨usen durchgefu¨hrt.
4 Wochen nach ex vivo Transduktion und Reimplantation in den mgR/mgR Ma¨usen
wurde mittels der F. I. S. H. Methode die Bildung der hpAP-1 RNA Decoy ODNs
in den Endothelzellen und SMCs der aortalen Transplantate erfolgreich nachgewiesen.
Daru¨ber hinaus konnte die Expression der AP-1 Zielgene MMP9 und MCP-1 und auch
die MMP-Aktivita¨t signifikant gehemmt werden. Zusa¨tzlich bewirkte die AAV9SLR
Transduktion eine Abnahme der infiltrierenden Makrophagen in der Aorta und ver-
besserte die Integrita¨t der endothelialen Zellkontakte. Insbesondere verhinderte die
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Hemmung der AP-1-Aktivita¨t das Fortschreiten der aortalen Elastolyse und somit die
Scha¨digung der Gefa¨ßwand.
Das zweite Studienziel war die pra¨klinische Validierung des AAV9-Vektors, der neutral-
isierende hpNFAT Decoy ODNs als therapeutischer Ansatz in einem experimentellen
Modell der linksventrikula¨ren Hypertrophie und Herzinsuffizienz bei Ma¨usen (TAC) ex-
primiert. Die Wirkung der hpNFAT decoy ODNs nach der AAV9 Transduktion wurde
zuna¨chst wiederum in vitro mit kultivierten Zellen der HL-1 Kardiomyozytenzellinie
sowie prima¨ren neonatalen Kardiomyozyten untersucht, die mit dem pro-hypertrophen
Stimulus ET-1 behandelt wurden. Die Ergebnisse zeigten eine signifikante Hemmung
der Aktivierung des pro-hypertrophen fetalen Genprogramms fu¨r ANP und BNP sowie
eine verminderte β-MHC Proteinexpression. Daru¨ber hinaus wurde die ET-1-induzierte
und fu¨r die Hyprophie-Entstehung charakteristische Steigerung der Proteinsynthese
durch die AAV9-meditierte Bildung von hpNFAT RNA Decoy ODNs gehemmt.
Zwei Wochen vor der durch die operative Aortenkonstriktion (TAC) induzierte Myokard-
hypertrophie wurde der AAV9-Vektor systemisch injiziert. Die intrazellula¨re Synthese
der hpNFAT Decoy ODN in den Kardiomyozyten hatte eine verminderte Expression
von fetalen Genen in den transduzierten Zellen zur Folge. Zusa¨tzlich waren die Marker
der Myokardhypertrophie (Herzgewicht/Tibiala¨nge) und der Herzinsuffizienz (Lun-
gengewicht/Tibiala¨nge) bei den behandelten Ma¨usen signifikant reduziert. Gleichzeitig
konnte durch NFAT-Neutralisation mittels AAV9-Injektion bei den behandelten Tieren
die Herzfunktion deutlich verbessert und die Fibrosemarker reduziert werden.
Zusammenfassend ist festzustellen, dass die AAV-vermittelte kontinuierlich la¨nger-
fristige Decoy ODN-Bildung in Zellen des Zielorgans eine therapeutische Mo¨glichkeit
ero¨ffnet, die Expression von Genprodukten zu hemmen, welche an der Pathogenese und
Progression bestimmter Krankheiten beteiligt sind. Die vorliegende Studie hat in zwei
Tiermodellen fu¨r kardiovaskula¨re Erkrankungen erfolgreich den Nachweis der thera-
peutischen Wirksamkeit dieses Konzepts erbracht.
2Introduction
2.1 Therapeutic value of decoy oligonucleotides
Transcription factors (TF) are proteins that play a crucial role in gene regulation by bind-
ing to the promoter region of target genes and initiating transcription. One approach of
controlling abnormal gene expression in a pathological context is to target the process
of transcription. Decoy oligodeoxynucleotides (decoy ODNs) are short double stranded
DNA molecules that harbour the sequence of the TF binding site in the promoter region
of the target gene [85]. After cellular uptake, decoy ODNs bind to the TF therefore in-
hibiting transcription. Hence, this approach can be translated into therapeutic strategies
to inhibit genes involved in disease initiation or development by neutralizing specific
TFs. The main advantage of the decoy ODNs technology is that gene transcription is
not totally abolished, which is beneficial for physiological processes.
Fig. 1: The mechanism of action of TF decoy ODNs. Decoy ODNs are taken up by cells either through a carrier-
mediated mechanism or receptor-mediated endocytosis. Afterwards, they bind to the target TF and gene transcription
is inhibited. (Reproduced from [191].)
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The therapeutic effect of decoy ODNs was proven in various preclinical disease mod-
els. Strategies of blocking nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells
(NF-κB) through decoy ODNs were shown to be effective in attenuating respiratory
disease [118], rheumatoid arthritis [202], myocardial infarction [139], abdominal aor-
tic aneurysm [135], atopic dermatitis [144] and some types of cancer [161] in animal
models. In addition, activator protein-1 (AP-1) and signal transducer and activator of
transcription 1 decoy ODNs were shown efficient in reducing transplant vasculopathy
[189] and a dual AP-1 and SMAD decoy ODNs injection reduced fibrosis in an acute
dermal wound repair mouse model [232].
Clinical trials making use of the decoy ODNs technology are summarized in Table 2.
These studies suggest the potential of decoy ODNs to be translated into therapeutic
approaches for diverse disease models. Moreover, the low toxicity of the compounds,
suggested in clinical trials, attests for the safety of these nucleic acid drugs. More tran-
scription factors targets and delivery options have to be investigated in order to turn
decoy ODNs into effective therapies.
Fig. 2: Main clinical trials employing decoy ODNs for various disease models. Reproduced from [85].
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2.2 Adeno-associated viruses as vectors for cardiovascular gene
therapy
First isolated as a contaminant during adenovirus production in HEK-293 (human em-
bryonic kidney-293) cells [5], adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) soon became feasible
and attractive tools for gene therapy. The main advantages are the non-pathogenic nature
and low immunogenicity of the AAVs. One of the most successful clinical trials involv-
ing AAV-mediated gene transfer was designed to treat hemophilia B, which showed
that a single AAV injection led to a stable expression of the transgene and induced no
immunogenic response or toxicity in hepatocytes [147]. Moreover, an AAV-based drug
was approved for use in Europe and in the United States in 2012 for the treatment of
lipoprotein lipase deficiency [218].
2.2.1 Life cycle of AAVs
AAVs belong to the family of Parvoviridae and require the presence of other viruses,
mostly adenoviruses to replicate [145]. Other virus types such as Herpes simplex virus
type 1, human Cytomegalovirus, Vaccinia virus and human Papilloma virus type 16
were shown to assist in promoting the life cycle of AAVs. The single-stranded genome
of about 4.8 kbp contains three genes: Rep (Replication), Cap (Capsid) and aap (As-
sembly). Palindromic inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) flank the Rep and Cap regions
and play an important role in AAV packaging and replication. In addition to Rep and
Cap, AAV production requires a helper plasmid which provides adenoviral genes [43].
One of the disadvantages of AAV design is the limited capacity of packaging. The first
step required for AAV infection is represented by binding of the capsid to cell mem-
brane receptors. Several receptors have been identified, depending on the AAV serotype
investigated. AAV2 and AAV3 anchor to heparan sulfate proteoglycan, while AAV9
employs O-linked galactose [6]. Several integrin types and laminin receptor were de-
scribed as coreceptors [133]. Recently, a previously uncharacterised transmembrane
protein was shown to be an essential AAV receptor [160]. Afterwards, cell entry is
carried out through clathrin-coated endosomes. The endosomal release of AAVs occurs
after acidification of the vesicles which precedes cytoplasmatic release. Subsequent to
nuclear translocation, the ds DNA is released from the capsid and emphRep genes are
expressed. Next, the genes required for capsid assembly are synthetized inside the nu-
cleus. Subsequently, the release of the newly produced AAV particles is mediated by the
helper virus (Fig. 3) [107].
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Fig. 3: The steps of AAV infection. AAV requires co-infection with a helper virus for production of the viral genes
and generation of the progeny AAVs. Reproduced from [10].
2.2.2 AAV gene delivery for the therapy of cardiovascular disease
Cardiovascular disease represents the main cause of mortality worldwide (World Health
Organization).The understanding of molecular mechanisms leading to various types
of cardiovascular complications enabled development of new therapeutic strategies.
Surgery or pharmacological treatment offer solely temporary beneficial effects and
symptom relief but in most of the cases do not provide a long-term solution [210].
Gene therapy using AAV as gene delivery systems was shown to be a feasible approach
by allowing the modulation of pathogenic gene levels.
Until now, 12 AAV serotypes have been characterized, each with distinctive tissue
tropism. AAV9 was shown to have elevated heart specificity, as well as high transgene
expression in cardiomyocytes, being a valuable tool for myocardial gene delivery [239].
AAV8 also led to cardiomyocyte transduction, while AAV1 and AAV6 efficiently trans-
duce neonatal mouse myocytes in vivo [214]. The performance of each AAV serotype
is highly dependent on the delivery route. Although systemic intravenous injection was
demonstrated to lead to cardiomyocyte transduction in mice, large animals require more
advanced delivery systems for successful infection. Retrograde injection through the
coronary veins was proven to be a feasible approach of gene delivery in pigs [162].
Directed injection into the myocardium was also shown to lead to transgene expres-
sion in large animals [153]. Moreover, ultrasound-directed microbubbles improved the
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directed myocardial delivery of the AAVs and increased significantly cardiomyocyte
transduction efficiency. In addition, substances that induce capillary permeability, such
as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), serotonin or histamine were employed
to allow higher contact of AAVs and cardiomycytes by allowing the vector to pass the
endothelial barrier [168].
Recent advances in AAV research has made it possible to obtain highly specific vectors
which transduce the target organ. For example, small ligands or peptides have been in-
troduced in capsid structure in order to direct AAV to endothelial cells [188, 217, 208].
Another approach which was proven to be successful in improving the organ specificity
is the use of bispecific antibodies or biotin, that interacts with receptors on the cell mem-
brane [43].
In addition, the use of AAV vectors with cardiac-specific promoters have been devel-
oped, highly improving transduction specificity. These include α-myosin heavy chain,
cardiac troponin and myosin light chain 2 promoters [234].
Depending on the disease model, different AAV-based strategies have been employed:
Stimulation of therapeutic angiogenesis
Pro-angiogenic factors VEGF-165 and angiopoietin-1 overexpression through AAV9
injection was shown to lead to increased endothelial cell proliferation and therefore to
the formation of new blood vessels in a murine model of myocardium infarction [194].
Moreover, cardiomyocyte apoptosis was dramatically reduced. In order to minimize the
possible side effects that could occur after the overexpression of the pro-anigiogenic
factors, a hypoxia-responsive element was introduced, to induce transgene expression
only in hypoxic conditions [194]. Another approach consisted of AAV9-mediated deliv-
ery of angiogenin and human growth hormone, which significantly attenuated infarction
size [10].
Gene therapy of heart failure
The promising results obtained by SERCA2a (Sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum
Ca2+ ATPase 2a) overexpression in pre-clinical animal models [23] was followed by
CUPID phase 2b clinical trial [240]. However, the trial failed to reach its end point and
no significant differences were noted between treated and placebo groups (clinical trial
number NCT02346422). In another study, AAV9-mediated downregulation of phospho-
lamban, a SERCA2a inhibitor, inhibited heart failure in mice [195].
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AAV-targeting of the β-adrenergic receptor was also shown to be a novel approach
for the treatment of heart failure. The protein level of GRK2 (G protein-coupled re-
ceptor kinase 2) in cardiomyocytes was shown to be upregulated under stress condi-
tions and desensitizes β-adrenergic pathway, leading to decompensated cardiomyopa-
thy [166]. Downregulation of GRK2 through AAV9 transduction was shown to inhibit
myocardium hypertrophy transition into decompensated heart failure [185].
Correction of genetic cardiomyopathies
Several types of genetic cardiomyopathies have been described [24]. For these types
of disease, AAV9-mediated gene transfer is advantageous due to long-term correction
of the genetic defect. Through this method, the attenuation of Duchenne muscular dys-
trophy related cardiomyopathy was demonstrated in large animals [15]. Silencing of
mutant MHC transcripts which lead to heart failure by using RNA interference was
also proven successful in mediating gene expression in cardiomyocytes and exerting a
positive effect on cardiac function [97].
Gene therapy for aortic diseases
Targeting inflammation was shown to reduce the size of atherosclerotic plaques. For
example, AAV2/8-mediated gene transfer of forkhead box P3, a marker of regulatory
T cells, decreased aortic wall thickness and lowered systolic blood velocity as com-
pared to control animals [28]. Additionally, overexpression of interleukin-10 and STAT-
3 by AAV8 transduction of the aorta decreased atherogenesis in low density lipoprotein
receptor-knockout mice [27].
2.3 Marfan syndrome
2.3.1 General aspects
Marfan syndrome, first described in 1896 by Dr. Antoine Marfan, is a rare genetic dis-
order (2 individuals in 10,000, according to OMIM), caused by a loss-of-function mu-
tations in the fibrillin-1 gene (FBN1). This disease affects the skeletal, ocular and most
importantly, the cardiovascular systems. Cardiac complications observed in Marfan syn-
drome patients include aortic dilatation, thickening and prolapse of the aortic valves, as
well as dilated cardiomyopathy [101], [192], while the main mortality cause constitutes
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aortic aneurysm dissection [101].
More than 600 types of FBN1 mutations have been described, with 25 % of the cases
occuring de novo [169]. Fibrillin-1 is a 350 kDa glycoprotein and has been shown to
be one of the main components of the elastic fibers in blood vessels [212]. Moreover, it
was proven to be a structural substrate for elastin deposition and assembly during devel-
opment [42]. The internal elastic fibers anchor endothelial cells through integrins [222],
providing integrity to the endothelial monolayer (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4: The interaction between vascular cells and elastic fibers. The close proximity of endothelial cells, SMCs
and fibers shows the structural role of fibrillin-1 in the vessel. Reproduced from [223].
2.3.2 The importance of TGF-β and the AP-1 transcription factor family
Apart from its structural role, fibrillin-1 has a major effect on transforming growth fac-
tor β (TGF-β) bioavailability, as depicted in Fig. 5. TGF-β factors are synthesized as
precursor proteins, consisting of the latency associated peptide (LAP) in the N-terminal
domain, and the growth factor in the C-terminal domain. Two precursor proteins dimer-
ize through disulfide bonds and are afterwards cleaved in the Golgi apparatus leading
to the formation of the small latex complex (SLC). Under these conditions, the mature
TGF-β is non-covalently bound to the LAP. The SLC is bound to latent TGF-β binding
protein (LTGBP), constituting the complex called large latent complex (LLC). The LLC
can bind to extracellular matrix through the C-terminal domain of the LTGP. Through
this mechanism, the inactive TGF-β is localized close to the microfibrils and interacts
with fibrillin, which in turn can affect its activation status [99], [9], [236].
Functional fibrillin can bind TGF-β into an inactive form, whereas mutant fibrillin, char-
acteristic for Marfan syndrome, causes an increase in its bioavailability and hence ac-
tivity. Dysfunctional TGF-β signalling was shown to be the cause for the phenotype
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Fig. 5: The mechanism of TGF-β processing and the role of microfibrils in TGF-β inactivation. Reproduced
from [200].
observed in the mgR/mgR mouse model, including aortic aneurysm formation, skele-
tal defects, mitral valve prolapse and pulmonary complications [150, 37, 149]. These
studies suggest that Marfan syndrome is not only a structural defect of the connective
tissue caused by mutant fibrillin-1 protein and disorganized microfibrils, but is caused
by elevated TGF-β activity.
Consistently, an increased TGF-β protein level in plasma isolated from mgR/mgR mice
was measured in comparison to wild type littermate controls [130]. Moreover, TGF-β
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concentration correlated with the size of the aortic diameter. The same trend was ob-
served in human samples isolated from Marfan patients, who had significantly higher
amounts of circulating TGF-β related to healthy donors [130].
The importance of TGF-β in the pathogenesis of Marfan syndrome was confirmed by
administration of a TGF-β neutralizing antibody to young (4 weeks old) mgR/mgR mice
before aortic aneurysm formation was apparent. The treated mice presented with a sig-
nificant decrease in the aortic root diameter, as compared to the placebo-treated group.
Moreover, the aortic wall architecture was significantly improved, as suggested by the
decrease in the number of elastin breaks in aortic cryosections. [80].
The non-canonical TGF-β signalling pathway was shown to be critical for the aortic
aneurysm progression in the context of Marfan syndrome [88]. Fibrillin-1 deficient mice
were confirmed to have increased JNK (c-Jun N-terminal kinase) activity, which phos-
phorylates Jun proteins [88]. As a consequence, AP-1 (activator protein-1) target genes
are activated. Other studies confirm this hypothesis, showing that AP-1 transcription
factor family is activated by TGF-β [211].
AP-1 induces the expression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), as well as pro-
inflammatory cytokines, which were demonstrated to be increased in the context of
Marfan syndrome [94]. Significantly higher protein levels of gelatinases MMP2 and
MMP9 were shown to be present in the plasma and aortic tissue isolated from mgR/mgR
mice, as compared to wild type controls [35]. Moreover, mgR/mgR mice treatment with
doxycycline, a non-specific MMP inhibitor, led to a significant increase in the mean
survival rate of the Marfan mice by decreasing the elastin fibers degradation through
diminishing MMP activity [228].
2.3.3 Current treatment options
Before the implementation of open-heart surgery, life expectancy of Marfan syndrome
patients was 45 years [141], with the leading cause of death being represented by aortic
aneurysm rupture. Recently, due to advances in the surgical management of patients,
the life span of Marfan patients was significantly increased to over 60 years [59]. The
1-year mortality rate of prophylactic surgery in case of extreme dilatation of the aorta
(larger than 50 mm) is under 2% [38].
Pharmaceutic therapy for Marfan patients involves β-adrenergic blockade through
propanolol administration. The treated group showed decreased rate of aortic root di-
latation in comparison to controls by negative chronotropic and inotropic effects of the
drug and therefore reducing the stress on aortic wall.
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Losartan, an angiotensin type II receptor antagonist, was previously proven to reduce
TGF-β plasma levels in a mouse model of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy [119] and allo-
graft nephropathy [26]. The efficiency of this drug was therefore studied in the context
of Marfan syndrome. Losartan solution was injected either pre- or post-natally, leading
to the normalization of aortic wall structure, which was undistinguishable to the wild
type control [80].
2.4 Heart hypertrophy and heart failure
2.4.1 General aspects
Heart failure is defined as a syndrome in which heart function cannot support the
metabolic requirements of the tissues. Common factors that trigger heart failure are
hypertension, myocardial infarction, coronary heart disease, inflammation and genetic
predisposition. Other conditions that increase the risk of heart failure are diabetes, thy-
roid disorders and the use of cardiotoxic substances [125]. Heart failure affects 3-4 % of
the people over 45 years of age in the Western world. With increasing rates of diabetes
and obesitiy, as well as with an aging population, the rates of this disease are expected to
grow [13]. Currently, no cure can reverse heart failure, and the prognosis of the patients
remains extremely poor, with a mortality of 1 in 3 patients one year after diagnosis [13].
In the presence of biomechanical stress, the myocardium undergoes the process of hy-
pertrophy which is an adaptive response to the increase in wall tension. This first step
consists of increase in myocyte dimensions, elevated protein translation rate and reac-
tivation of fetal gene program [64]. Cardiomyocytes are terminally differentiated cells
and stop dividing soon after birth. Therefore, stress stimuli cause growth in cardiomy-
ocyte size, without increase in cell number and re-activation of the fetal gene program,
atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP), brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) and MHC-β which are
considered markers of hypertrophic response. Moreover, altered protein translation rate
is observed, caused by increase in the ribosome biogenesis, as well elevated translation
capacity [83]. On the functional level, reduced cardiomyocyte contractility and slow re-
laxation is observed. [84]. On the other hand, cardiomyocyte loss following myocardial
infarction leads to inflammatory cell infiltration and alteration in the extracellular ma-
trix, processes that contribute to infarct healing.
Other cell types participate in the development of heart disease. Fibroblast prolifera-
tion increase the extracellular matrix production, SMCs promote vascular stiffness and
endothelial cells become dysfunctional [22]. In turn, heart function rapidly deteriorates
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and the risk of sudden death increases [48].
In contrast, physiological hypertrophic response manifests through distinct mechanisms
and is a reversible process [7]. Stress induced by exercise or pregnancy preserves or
even enhances contractility. Additionally, a normal sarcomere organization is observed
[84]. Physiological hypertrophy does not involve fibrosis or cardiomyocyte apoptosis.
Pathological heart hypertrophy is a progressive disease. As it advances, myocardium
function decreases and the patient symptoms worsen. As cardiac hypertrophy becomes
maladaptive, cardiomyocyte death is observed, through apoptosis and necrosis. Au-
tophagy is also noted, accompanying cell death [216]. Pathological extracellular ma-
trix accumulation is another hallmark of heart failure. This process is driven by car-
diac fibroblasts, which proliferate in response to the stress stimuli and differentiate into
myofibroblasts. Collagen1, collagen3 and fibronectin are the main constituents of the
extracellular matrix observed in heart failure. Fibrosis can be detected in between cells
(interstitial fibrosis), in the perivascular areas or replacing lost cardiomyocytes. Exten-
sive fibrosis explains the arrhythmias that occur in heart failure patients [180].
Some studies showed that hypertrophy development in a pressure-overload mouse
model does not improve cardiac function, concluding that targeting hypertrophy can
be relevant in heart failure prevention [58]. Moreover, increased left ventricular mass
was proven to correlate with worse prognosis in patients at risk of developing heart
failure [116]. Therefore, the mechanisms leading to myocardial hypertrophy have been
intensively studied in order to advance new therapeutic strategies.
2.4.2 The role of NFAT in the development of heart hypertrophy
A number of transcription factors have been proven to play a central role in the devel-
opment of maladaptive cardiac hypertrophy. An enhanced activity of nuclear factor of
activated T cells (NFAT), myocyte enhancer factor-2 (MEF-2), GATA and HAND tran-
scription factor families was observed during pathological remodelling in heart failure
[3].
Chronic stress on the myocardium leads to increased cytosolic Ca2+ concentration,
which is a key molecule that induces pro-hypertrophic signalling pathways [235] and
regulates physiological processes such as EC-coupling, metabolism and cell death [52].
Reduced SERCA activity and increased Ca2+ leak through ryanodine receptor 2 (RyR2)
are the main causes of elevated Ca2+ concentration in the cytoplasm. Moreover, myocyte
hypertrophy causes an influx of Ca2+ through voltage-gated L-type Ca2+ channel or IP3
(inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate) receptor. Continuous increase in cytosolic Ca2+ amount
leads to the activation of calcineurin/NFAT and Ca2+ calmodulin-dependent protein ki-
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nase II (CaMKII) pathways [52], as depicted in Fig. 6.
The role of calcineurin signalling was first characterized in the immune system. This
pathway is activated by elevations in Ca2+ concentrations [60]. Calcineurin dephos-
phorylates NFAT isoforms 1-4, enabling their translocation to the nucleus in the non-
phosphorylated form and therefore inducing the transcriptional activity of these proteins
[209].
The importance of calcineurin-NFAT pathway in the development of heart hypertrophy
was previously demonstrated in transgenic mice by using gain and loss of function stud-
ies. Cardiac-specific overexpression of the catalytic subunit of calcineurin under control
of the α-MHC promoter induced an elargement of myocardium size, reactivation of fe-
tal gene program and developement of heart failure[137]. In addition, transgenic mice
expressing only the active form of NFAT3, located constitutively in the nucleus, exhibit
a similar phenotype including cardiac fibrosis, cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and dilated
cardiomyopathy [137]. Administration of the immunosuppressant drug cyclosporin A
could reduce the severity of heart failure in these mice, further proving the importance of
this pathway. Moreover, NFATc2 deletion in mice caused resistance to TAC (transverse
aortic constriction)-induced heart hypertrophy and reduction in heart failure parameters
[16].
Calcineurin-NFAT pathway was shown to play a major role in pathological, but not
physiological cardiac hypertrophy. Pathological stimulation through myocardium in-
farction caused a significant increase in nuclear translocation of NFAT, while exercise-
induced hypertrophy did not [220]. In addition, VIVIT, a specific NFAT inhibitory pep-
tide, was proven to be effective in preventing heart hypertrophy in a pressure-overload
rat model. The systemic application of the compound led to downregulation of fetal
gene program and to a significant improvement in heart function parameters [112].
2.4.3 Current treatment options
Treatment strategies for heart failure include pharmacological drug treatments, implan-
tation of devices that improve heart contractility and surgery [110].
Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors were first proven effective in treating
hypertensive disease, but their therapeutic effect was later shown in slowing the mal-
adaptive remodelling process in heart failure. This class of compounds could decrease
the hospitalization due to congestive heart failure and decreased the mortality rate [233].
Ramipril, an ACE inhibitor drug, was shown to decrease the cardiovascular events in the
case of diabetic patients with high risk of myocardial infarction and heart failure (HOPE
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Fig. 6: Calcium-dependent signalling during cardiomyocyte hypertrophic response. CaN: calcineurin, HDAC:
histone deacetylase, GPCR: G proteincoupled receptor, L-CaC: voltage-gated L-type Ca2+ channel, NCX: sodium-
calcium exchanger, PKC: protein kinase C, PKD: protein kinase D, PLC: phospholipase C, SOCaC: store-operated
Ca2+ channel, SR: sarcoplasmic reticulum. Reproduced from [52].
clinical trial) [41].
Inhibitory drugs that act on β-adrenergic signalling are currently used to treat hyper-
tension, arrhythmias and patients presenting signs of heart failure [227]. β-Blockers
reduce the severity of symptoms, improve heart function and were shown to increase
the survival rate of patients [227]. With progression of heart failure, diuretics are used
to diminish the symptoms associated with fluid retention [227].
Induction of signalling pathways associated with physiological hypertrophy through ex-
ercise was proven to be a safe and beneficial modality of improving maladaptive heart
hypertrophy and failure [148].
2.5 Aims of the projects
The main goal of the projects is the development of new therapeutic strategies for in-
hibiting aortic aneurysm formation in Marfan syndrome (first project) and heart hyper-
trophy and heart failure (second project), by means of decoy ODNs that neutralize the
main transcription factors involved in the progression of the two diseases.
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Previous studies showed the efficiency of decoy ODNs for therapeutic purposes in vari-
ous disease models. However, the application of nucleic drugs was made locally, which
requires continous administration of the compund to inhibit the disease progression. In
terms of further clinical treatments, this approach is not always feasible. Therefore, the
establisment of a long-term AAV-mediated delivery of the decoy ODNs into the target
tissue is more relevant in a medical context.
2.5.1 Aims of Marfan syndrome project
(1) Design of a hp (hairpin) AP-1 decoy ODN and its in vitro validation in isolated pri-
mary aortic mgR/mgR SMCs.
(2) Development of a long-term expression system of the hpAP-1 decoy ODNs in target
SMCs by means of AAV transduction.
(3) Ex vivo transduction of mgR/mgR thoracic aortic grafts with AAV9SLR
(4) Analysis of the effects of aortic grafts transduction with AAV9SLR expressing
hpAP-1 decoy ODNs on AP-1 target genes, inflammatory cells infiltration, tight junc-
tions integrity in endothelial cell layer and most importantly, on elastin architecture.
2.5.2 Aims of heart hypertrophy project
(1) Establishment of an in vitro hypertrophy model using HL-1 cells and primary neona-
tal cardiomyocytes.
(2) Design of a hpNFAT decoy ODN and evaluation of its in vitro effects on cardiomy-
ocyte hypertrophy.
(3) Development of a long-term expression system of the hpNFAT decoy ODNs in car-
diomyocytes by AAV6 transduction in vitro, and AAV9 tail vein injection in vivo.
(4) Assessment of the in vivo effects of systemic injection of AAV9 expressing hpNFAT
decoy ODNs on TAC-induced myocardial hypertrophy and heart failure.
3Materials
3.1 Chemicals
3.1.1 Stimulants, inhibitors and substrates
Stimulants, inhibitors and substrates used in the present study are listed in Tab. 1.
Tab. 1: List of cell culture stimulants and inhibitors
Reagent Provider Concentration
IL1-β R&D Systems, Wiesbaden, Germany 20 ng/mL
ET-1 Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany 100 nM
MLS000048818 Mcule, Budapest, Hungary 10 µmol/L
520 MMP FRET Substrate XIV Anaspec, Go¨ttingen, Germany 0.1 µg/mL
Dihydroethidium Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany 0.1 µmol/L
2,7-Dichlorofluorescin diacetate Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany 5 µmol/L
Alamar Blue Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany 10 %
3.1.2 Antibodies
A list of primary and secondary antibodies are given in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 respectively.
The corresponding working dilutions and providers are also included. (ICC: immuno-
cytochemistry, IHC: immunohistochemistry, WB: Western Blot).
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Tab. 2: List of primary antibodies
Reactivity Provider/Catalogue Number Dilution Application
EGFP Abcam, Cambridge, UK 1:1000 ICC, IHC
ab111258
F4/80 Dianova, Hamburg, Germany 1:500 IHC
MOF4PU
CD31 Santa Cruz, Heidelberg, Germany 1:500 IHC
sc-18916
MMP2 Abcam, Cambridge, UK 1:1000 IHC
ab37150
MMP9 Abcam, Cambridge, UK 1:1000 WB, ICC,
ab38898 IHC
MMP12 Abcam, Cambridge, UK 1:1000 IHC
ab137444
MyHC-β Santa Cruz, Heidelberg, Germany 1:300 ICC, IHC
sc-20641
NFAT5 Abcam, Cambridge, UK 1:500 ICC
ab105886
SMA Abcam, Cambridge, UK 1:1000 IHC
ab5694
ZO-1 Thermo Fischer Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany 1:500 IHC
61-7300
Phospholamban Badrilla, Leeds, UK 1:1000 WB
A010-12
Puromycin Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany 1:1000 ICC, IHC
MABE343
Tab. 3: List of secondary antibodies
Secondary antibody Provider Reactivity Dilution Application
Donkey IgG - Cy2 Dianova, Hamburg, Germany Mouse 1:300 ICC, IHC
Donkey IgG - Cy5 Dianovag, Hamburg, Germany Mouse 1:300 ICC, IHC
Goat IgG - Cy3 Dianova, Hamburg, Germany Rat 1:300 IHC
Goat IgG - Cy5 Dianova, Hamburg, Germany Rabbit 1:300 ICC, IHC
Goat IgG - HRP Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany Rabbit 1:5000 WB
Goat IgG - HRP Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany Mouse 1:5000 WB
3.1.3 Cloning enzymes
All enzymes used in cloning experiments were purchased from New England Biolabs
(Frankfurt am Main, Germany).
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Tab. 4: List of enzyme used in cloning experiments
Enzyme Catalogue number Recognised DNA sequence
KasI R0544S 5′-GGCGCC-3′
3′-CCGCGG-5′
XhoI R0146S5 5′-CTCGAC-3′
3′-GAGCTC-5′
Antarctic Phosphatase M0289S -
T4 DNA Ligase M0202S -
3.2 Oligonucleotides
3.2.1 Primers
Primers were purchased from Biomers (Ulm, Germany) or as a mix of forward and
reverse primer mix (QuantiTect Primer Assays, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), as shown in
Tab. 5.
Tab. 5: List of primer sequences used in the present study.
Gene Primer sequence/Catalogue Number Annealing
ANP Qiagen (QT00250922) 55 °C
BNP Qiagen (QT00107541) 55 °C
CTGF Qiagen (QT00096131) 55 °C
EGFP
forward: 5′-AAGCAGCACGACTTCTTCAAGTC-3′
reverse: 5′-TCGCCCTCGAACTTCACCTC-3′
60 °C
H1 forward TCGCTATGTGTTCTGGGAAA (Sequencing
primer)
HSP70
forward: 5′-CCCGGTGTGGTCTAGAAAACA-3′
reverse: 5′-CCATGAAGAAGACTTTAAATAACCTTGAC-3′
57 °C
MCP-1
forward: 5′-TTCCTCCACCACCATGCAG-3′
reverse: 5′-CCAGCCGGCAACTGTGA-3′
60 °C
MMP9 Qiagen (QT00108815) 55 °C
RCAN1 Qiagen (QT01053430) 55 °C
RPL32
forward: 5′-GGGAGCAACAAGAAAACCAA-3′
reverse: 5′-ATTGTGGACCAGGAACTTGC-3
55 °C
SMIT Qiagen (QT00341355) 55 °C
TGF-β Qiagen (QT00145250) 55 °C
3.2.2 Decoy ODNs
Decoy ODNs were purchased from Biomers (Ulm, Germany). For decoy ODNs uptake
experiments, the DNA was labelled with Atto590 at 5′ end position.
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Tab. 6: Sequence of hp decoy ODNs used in the present study
Decoy ODN Sequence
hpAP-1 cons 5′-CTGCGGTGCTGACTCAGCACGAAACGTGCTGAGTCAGCACCGCAG-3′
hpAP-1 mut 5′-CTGCGGTGCTTACTTAGCACGAAACGTGCTAAGTAAGCACCGCAG-3′
hpNFAT cons 5′-GAGTGGAAACATACAGCCACTGAAACAGTGGCTGTATGTTTCCACTC-3′
hpNFAT mut 5′-GAGCTTAAACATACAGCCACTGAAACAGTGGCTGTATGTTTAAGCTC-3′
3.2.3 Molecular beacons
Molecular beacons (purchased from Biomers, Ulm, Germany) were used in F.I.S.H.
(fluorescent in situ hybridization) experiments and the sequences were designed as com-
plementary to the decoy ODNs. BHQ: black hole quencher.
Tab. 7: Sequence of molecular beacons used in F.I.S.H. experiments
Beacon Sequence
hpAP-1 cons 5′-CTGCGGTGCTGACTCAGCACGAAACGTGCTGAGTCAGCACCGCAG-3′
Modifications: 5′ - Cy5; 3′ - BHQ
hpNFAT cons 5′-GAGTGGAAACATACAGCCACTGAAACAGTGGCTGTATGTTTCCACTC-3′
Modifications: 5′ - Cy5; 3′ - BHQ
3.3 Plasmids and AAVs
A list of plasmids used for AAV production is shown in Tab. 8. Individual sequences of
Tab. 8: List of plasmids used in the present study
Plasmid Description Ref.
pDP9rs Derivate from pDP2rs, containing AAV9 capsid gene. [73]
Used as a helper plasmid for AAV9 production.
p5E18-VD9-SfiI1959-SLR Capsid plasmid used for AAV9SLR production [208]
pDS1-H1-AP1cons-EGFP hpAP-1 cons RNA decoy ODNs generating vector This study
pDS1-H1-AP1mut-EGFP hpAP-1 mut RNA decoy ODNs generating vector This study
pDS1-H1-NFATcons-EGFP hpNFAT cons RNA decoy ODNs generating vector This study
pDS1-H1-NFATmut-EGFP hpNFAT mut RNA decoy ODNs generating vector This study
decoy ODNs for cloning into pDS1-H1-AP1cons-EGFP plasmid were ordered as gene
synthesis (GeneArt Gene synthesis, Thermo Fischer Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany).
For insert isolation, the restriction sites for KasI (5′) and XhoI (3′) enzymes were added
to flank the designed sequence as shown in Tab. 9.
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Tab. 9: List of gene synthesis sequences. Sequences recognised by restriction enzymes are presented in italic and
decoy ODN sequences are shown in bold.
Plasmid Sequence
P-AP1 cons 5′-AGGCGCCCTGCAATATTTGCATGTCGCTATGTGTTCTG
GGAAATCACCATAAACGTGAAATGTCTTTGGATTTGGGA
ATCTTATAAGTTCTGTATGAGACCACAGTCGAC
CTGCGGTGCTGACTCAGCACGAAACGTGCTGAGTCAGCACCGCAG
CACCGCAGTTTCGACCTCGAGA-3′
P-AP1 mut 5′-AGGCGCCCTGCAATATTTGCATGTCGCTATGTGTTCTG
GGAAATCACCATAAACGTGAAATGTCTTTGGATTTGGGA
ATCTTATAAGTTCTGTATGAGACCACAGTCGAC
CTGCGGTGCTTACTTAGCACGAAACGTGCTAAGTAAGCACCGCAG
CACCGCAGTTTCGACCTCGAGA-3′
P-NFAT cons 5′-AGGCGCCCTGCAATATTTGCATGTCGCTATGTGTTCTG
GGAAATCACCATAAACGTGAAATGTCTTTGGATTTGGGA
ATCTTATAAGTTCTGTATGAGACCACAGTCGAC
GAGTGGAAACATACAGCCACTGAAACAGTGGCTGTATGTTTCCACTC
CACCGCAGTTTCGACCTCGAGA-3′
P-NFAT mut 5′-AGGCGCCCTGCAATATTTGCATGTCGCTATGTGTTCTG
GGAAATCACCATAAACGTGAAATGTCTTTGGATTTGGGA
ATCTTATAAGTTCTGTATGAGACCACAGTCGAC
GAGCTTAAACATACAGCCACTGAAACAGTGGCTGTATGTTTCCACTC
CACCGCAGTTTCGACCTCGAGA-3′
AAV serotypes were chosen according to the transduction specificity for particular cell
types. A summary of AAVs used in the study is shown in Tab. 10.
Tab. 10: List of AAV serotypes used in the present study
AAV serotype Target cells MOI Type of transduction
AAV9SLR SMCs, ECs 105 vp/cell In vitro
1012 vp/mouse Ex vivo
AAV2RGD, AAV2APV SMCs 105 vp/cell In vitro
AAV2NDV, AAV2DLG
AAV9NDV, AAV9RGD SMCs 105 vp/cell In vitro
AAV6 HL-1 cells 105 vp/cell In vitro
AAV9 Adult cardiomyocytes 1012 vp/mouse In vivo
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3.4 Growth media and buffers
All cell culture reagents were purchased from Thermo-Fischer Scientific (Darmstadt,
Germany) unless otherwise noted.
Tab. 11: List of growth media
Growth medium/Cell type Composition
Complete Claycomb medium Claycomb medium (Sigma-Aldrich)
(HL-1 cells) 5 % FBS (Sigma-Aldrich)
2 µ/L L-Glutamine
100 U/mL Penicillin
100 µg/mL Streptomycin
100 µmol/L Norepinephrine (Sigma-Aldrich)
Complete DMEM medium Low glucose DMEM
(Primary aortic SMCs) 15% FBS
2 mmol/L L-Glutamine
100 U/mL Penicillin
100 µg/mL Streptomycin
Complete M199 medium M199 medium
(Neonatal cardiomyocytes) 10% FBS
10 µmol/L Norepinephrine
100 U/mL Penicillin
100 µg/mL Streptomycin
LB medium (liquid) 10% bacto-tryptone
(Competent bacteria) 5% yeast extract
10% NaCl
(For selection: 100 µg/mL Ampicillin, Sigma-Aldrich)
LB medium (agar) 10% bacto-tryptone
(Competent bacteria) 5% yeast extract
10% NaCl
10 % agar
100 µg/mL Ampicillin, (Sigma-Aldrich)
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Tab. 12: List of buffers used in our study
Buffer/Purpose Composition
Heart buffer Ca2+/Mg2+ free HBSS, pH=7.4
(Neonatal cardiomyocytes isolation) 10 mmol/L HEPES
100 U/mL Penicillin
100 µg/mL Streptomycin
NCM digestion buffer Ca2+/Mg2+ free HBSS, pH=7.4
(Neonatal cardiomyocytes isolation) 10 mmol/L HEPES
0.5 µg/mL Trypsin (Sigma-Aldrich)
0.3 mg/mL Collagenase II (Worthington)
100 U/mL Penicillin
100 µg/mL Streptomycin
Digestion inhibition solution Ca2+/Mg2+ free HBSS, pH=7.4
(Neonatal cardiomyocytes isolation) 10 mmol/L HEPES
10 % FBS
100 U/mL Penicillin
100 µg/mL Streptomycin
Ca2+-free Tyrode solution 140 mmol/L NaCl
(Adult cardiomyocytes isolation) 5.4 mmol/L KCl
1.1 g MgCl2
5 mmol/L HEPES
1 mmol/L Na2HPO4
10 mmol/L Glucose
ACM digestion buffer Ca2+-free Tyrode solution
(Adult cardiomyocytes isolation) 50 µmol/L Ca2+
1 mg/mL Collagenase II
2 mg/mL Protease (Sigma-Aldrich)
TEN buffer 40 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH 7.5
(Decoy ODNs solubilization) 1mmol/L EDTA pH 8.0
150 mmol/L NaCl
Zinc fixative 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH=7.4
(Tissue fixation) 3.2 M Ca2+ acetate
35.9 ZnCl2
22.8 M Zn 2+ acetate
Blocking and permeabilization buffer PBS pH=7.4
(ICC, IHC) 3 % BSA
0.05% Triton-X100
Complete RIPA buffer RIPA buffer (Sigma-Aldrich)
(Total Protein extraction) 50 M Pefabloc SC (Sigma-Aldrich)
25 mol/L Protease inhibitors
0.1 M DTT
12 % Running acrylamide gel 1.2 mL H2O
(Western Blot) 2 mL Tris-HCl pH=8.8
1.7 mL Acrylamide
50 µL SDS 20 %
Continued on next page
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Tab. 12 – continued from previous page
Buffer/Purpose Composition
50 µL 10 % APS
3 µL TEMED
Stacking gel 1.1 mL H2O
(Western Blot) 188 µL Tris-HCl pH=6.8
200 µL Acrylamide
15 µL SDS 20 %
15 µL APS
Running buffer 25 mmol/L Tris HCl, pH 8.3
(Western Blot) 192 mmol/L Glycine
0.1 % SDS
15 µL 10 % APS
1.5 mL TEMED
Transfer buffer 25 mmol/L Tris HCl, pH=8.3
(Western Blot) 192 mmol/L Glycine
Tris-buffered Saline (TBS) 0.5 M Tris-HCl
(Western Blot) 1.5 M NaCl
Blocking buffer TBS
(Western Blot) 0.05 % Tween 20
5 % Non-fat dry milk (Roth)
Gelatin running gel Acrylamide 1 mL
(Getalin zymography) 1.25 mL Tris-HCl pH=8.8
50 µL SDS 1%
2 mL Gelatin 5 mg/mL
0.65 mL H2O
5 0µL APS 10 %
5 µL TEMED
Non-reducing sample buffer 5 mL Tris-HCl pH=6.8
(Gelatine zymography) 5 mL Glycerol
1g SDS
0.35 g Bromphenol blue
Wash buffer 0.1 M NaCl
(Gelatine zymography) 50 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH=7
0.025 % Triton X-100
Incubation buffer 10 mmol/L CaCl2
(Gelatine zymography) Tris-HCl pH=7
Staining buffer 50% Methanol
(Gelatine zymography) 7% Acetic acid
43 % H2O
0.001 % Comassie Brilliant Blue
Saline-sodium citrate buffer 20x 4 M NaCl
(F.I.S.H.) 100 mmol/L EDTA
200 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH 7.5
100 mmol/L NaH2PO4
Continued on next page
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Tab. 12 – continued from previous page
Buffer/Purpose Composition
Denhardt’s solution 100x 10 g ficoll
(F.I.S.H.) 10 g polyvinylpyrrolidine
10 g BSA
500 mL sterile RNase free H2O
Hybridization buffer 50% deionized formamide (Sigma-Aldrich)
(F.I.S.H.) 4x SSC
5x Denhardt’s solution
2.5 mg/mL Salmon DNA (Thermo Fischer Scientific)
0.5 mg/mL Yeast tRNA (Sigma-Aldrich)
TBE buffer 90 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH=7.5
(Agarose gel electrophoresis) 90 mmol/L Boric acid
4 mmol/L EDTA, pH=8
3.5 Kits
A list of kits used in the present study is shown in Tab. 13.
Tab. 13: List of kits used in our study
Product Supplier/Catalogue number
QIAprep spin miniprep kit Qiagen, Hilden, Germany (27104)
Maxiprep kit Qiagen, Hilden, Germany (740424.10)
ZymoPURE Plasmid Gigaprep Kit Zymo Research, Freiburg, Germany (D4204)
QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit Qiagen, Hilden, Germany (28704)
DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kits Qiagen, Hilden, Germany (69504)
RNAeasy mini kit Qiagen, Hilden, Germany (74104)
Sensiscript RT kit Qiagen, Hilden, Germany (205211)
QuantiTect SYBR Green kit Qiagen, Hilden, Germany (204243)
Brain Natriuretic Peptide EIA Kit Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany (RAB0386-1KT)
Elastic Stain Kit Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany (HT25A-1KT)
DCTM Protein Assay Bio Rad, Munich, Germany (5000111)
4Methods
4.1 Cell culture
4.1.1 Isolation and culture of primary SMCs
For the isolation of primary aortic SMCs, thoracic aorta of fibrillin-1 deficient mice
(mgR/mgR) was used (reference number T-17/14, animal experiments number 35-
9185.81/G-52/17). Mice were sacrificed by CO2 inhalation, the chest was cleaned with
70 % ethanol before opening and the heart was exposed. Next, 5 mL of cold sterile NaCl
solution (Braun, Melsungen, Germany) was perfused through the left ventricle using a
23 gauge needle syringe in order to remove the blood present in the aorta. The thoracic
aorta was isolated, cleared from fat and connective tissue and cut into small pieces un-
der sterile conditions in complete DMEM medium (Tab. 11, page 29). The tissue pieces
were incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO2 for 24 h in the presence of 100 µmol/L Collagenase
I (Worthington Biochemical Corporation, Lakewood, USA). Afterwards, medium was
replaced and explants were further cultured until cells reached 80% confluency. Lastly,
cells were passaged and either propagated, frozen in liquid nitrogen or used for ex-
periments up to passage 5, in order to avoid the phenotypical changes that occur with
long-term subculture of SMCs. Cells were cultured either on plastic, for RNA and West-
ern Blot experiments, or on gelatine-coated glass coverslips, when the assays demanded
the use of confocal microscopy.
4.1.2 Isolation and culture of primary neonatal cardiomyocytes
Neonatal cardiomyocytes were isolated as previously described [201]. For each cell iso-
lation, 8-9 neonatal mice (1-2 days old) were used (T-47/14, notification to sacrifice
animals for scientific purposes). In brief, mice were sacrificed by decapitation, hearts
were removed and placed in ice-cold sterile Ca2+/Mg2+-free heart buffer (composition
given in Tab. 12, page 30). Ventricles were separated, minced and incubated in NCM
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(neonatal cardiomyocyte) digestion solution at 37 °C under continuous shaking, in order
to induce cell dissociation. Every 5 min, dissociation solution was replaced and isolated
cells were collected and placed in digestion inhibition solution to inactivate the en-
zymes. These steps were repeated until no tissue pieces were visible. Finally, cells were
centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min and the pellet was resuspended in complete M199
growth medium. The purification of the resulting cell suspension was achieved by differ-
ential attachment technique. Therefore, the cells were plated in a cell culture flask for 90
min at 37 °C in a cell culture incubator to allow fibroblast attachement, while cardiomy-
ocytes remained in culture medium. Neonatal cardiomyocytes were grown on collagen
(Biochrom, Berlin, Germany) pre-coated plates in complete M199 medium. For im-
munofluorescence analysis, cells were cultured on glass coverslips. Primary neonatal
cardiomyocytes were used within 3 days after isolation.
4.1.3 Isolation of adult cardiomyocytes
100 IU (international units) heparin (Ratiopharm, Ulm, Germany) were injected by in-
traperitoneal injection 10 min prior to mouse sacrifice to prevent blood cloths formation
(reference number T-16/15 notification to sacrifice animals for scientific purposes). The
chest was wiped with 70% ethanol, opened and the heart was isolated together with the
aorta and immediately placed in ice-cold Ca2+-free Tyrode solution. The thymus, fat
and lungs were trimmed and aorta was clamped to the cannula using surgical silk. The
heart was suspended on the Langendorf system (Schmizo, Oftringen, Switzerland) and
perfused with Ca2+-free Tyrode solution for less than 5 min. Afterwards, the perfusion
solution was changed to warm ACM (adult cardiomyocytes) digestion buffer (composi-
tion in Tab. 12, page 30). After 7-9 min, isolated adult cardiomyocytes were transferred
to Tyrode solution containing 100 µmol/L CaCl2, the ventricles were cut and Ca2+ con-
centration was slowly increased. Adult cardiomyocytes were then transferred in growth
medium and plated on laminin (10 µg/mL) coated glass coverslips with a seeding den-
sity of 104 rod-shaped cells/cm2. After one hour, medium was gently changed to remove
non-adherent cells. Isolated cells were used for hpNFAT decoy ODNs uptake experi-
ments the same day.
4.1.4 Culturing of HL-1 cells
HL-1 cells (Dr. William Claycomb, Louisiana State University School of Medicine,
New Orleans, USA, [36]) were cultured on gelatine-fibronectin coated dishes and main-
tained in complete Claycomb medium (Tab. 11, page 29). Cultures were grown in 37
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°C, 5% CO2 until high confluency was observed and then passaged 1:4. Stimulations,
transfections and transductions were carried out when HL-1 cells reached 90 % conflu-
ency.
4.1.5 In vitro hp decoy ODN treatment and AAV transduction
SMCs and cardiomyocytes were seeded in culture dishes the day before treatment and
allowed to adhere overnight. Hairpin decoy ODNs (sequences given in Tab. 6, page 27)
were added in cell culture medium to a final concentration of 10 µmol/L and incubated
for 2 h before stimulation with transcription factors activators. For Lipofectamine me-
diated hp decoy ODN uptake experiments, the DNA was incubated with 5µL Lipofec-
tamine 3000 (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany) in OptiMEM medium
(Thermo Fischer Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany) in the absence of antibiotics for 15
min prior to addition to the cells.
AAV transduction was conducted at MOI=105 vp (virus particles)/cell in serum-free
medium. After the infection period (12-16 h), culture medium was replaced. Cells were
observed under fluorescence microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) for EGFP ex-
pression 3 days after vector application.
SMCs were treated with a series of virus serotypes with targeting capsides (AAV2NDV,
AAV2APV, AAV2DLG, AAV9RGDLLLG, AAV9SLR, AAV9WT, provided by Dr.
Karl Varadi, Prof. Oliver Mu¨ller, Clinic for Cardiology, Angiology and Pneumology,
University Clinic Heidelberg) expressing EGFP in order to detect the viral construct
which leads to the highest transduction efficiency. Fluorescence was visualized after 3
days using a fluorescence microscope.
HL-1 cells were transduced with AAV serotype 6.
4.1.6 Cell stimulation
In order to activate AP-1, SMCs were serum depleted overnight and IL1-β (R&D Sys-
tems, Wiesbaden, Germany) was supplemented to a final concentration of 20 ng/mL for
24 h for protein expression experiments or 8 h for examination of mRNA levels of target
genes.
Cardiomyocytes, both HL-1 cell line and primary neonatal cells were stimulated with
ET-1 100 nM (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany) after serum deprivation, for 24 h.
Transduced cells were stimulated 3 days after infection.
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4.1.7 Functional in vitro assays
SMCs migration assay
SMCs were cultured to a confluent layer in migration inserts (Ibidi, Munich, Germany)
and treated with hpAP-1 decoy ODN or transduced with AAV9SLR expressing hpAP-1
RNA decoy ODNs. Afterwards, IL1-β 20 ng/mL was added to the medium and inserts
were removed to allow the formation of free space in between cells, as shown in Fig. 7.
Pictures were taken at various time points between 0-24 h with a brightfield microscope
Fig. 7: Principle of Ibidi migration chambers (adapted from Ibidi website). 1: Silicone inserts are applied on cell
culture dishes. 2: Cells are seeded in the empty spaces of the chambers and allowed to adhere. 3: After cell treatments,
chambers are removed to allow empty space formation in between SMCs. 4: The area between cells is analysed at
different time points. Image adapted from ibidi website.
(4x magnification) and the area between cells was analysed using ImageJ (FiJi version
1.51p, National Institute of Health, USA). Relative migration capacity was calculated
as follows:
Percent Migration =
(Initial wound area− Final wound area)
Initial wound area
· 100 (4.1)
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Viability assay
Cell viability was measured by using AlamarBlue assay (Thermo Fischer Scientific,
Darmstadt, Germany). Resazurin, the active ingredient of the reagent, is taken up by
viable cells and reduced to resorufin, a highly fluorescent compound. The cells, cultured
in 96-well plates, were treated with AlamarBlue (1:10 dilution, in serum-free medium)
and incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO2, for 30 min. Afterwards, fluorescence intensity was
measured using a fluorescent reader (Fluoroskan Ascent, Thermo Fischer Scientific,
Munich, Germany).
4.2 AAV production
AAV production was performed in collaboration with Prof. Oliver Mu¨ller, Dr. Andreas
Jungmann, Clinic for Cardiology, Angiology and Pneumology, University Clinic Hei-
delberg according to standard protocols [208]. The full list of plasmids used for AAV
synthesis are recorded in Tab. 8, page 27.
4.3 Molecular biology
4.3.1 Hairpin decoy ODNs
The sequences of the designed decoy ODNs used in this study are summarized in Tab. 6,
page 27. The decoy ODNs were solubilized in sterile TEN buffer to a final concentration
of 500 µmol/L (stock solution) and incubated at 95°C for 7 min. Afterwards, they were
gradually cooled down at room temperature and transferred on ice in order to allow the
hybridization to a hairpin structure, which was confirmed by electrophoresis on 2.5%
agarose gels. Ethidium bromide (4 µL/gel) was added to visualize the DNA bands under
a UV light source illumination. In parallel with the samples, an ultra-low range ladder
(GeneRuler, Thermo Fischer Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany) was loaded to monitor the
DNA molecular weight. For decoy ODNs uptake experiments, a 5′-Atto-590 labelled hp
decoy ODN was used.
4.3.2 Cloning of hpRNA decoy ODNs expressing plasmids
The hpRNA decoy ODNs were generated as shRNAs under the H1 promoter (plasmid
backbone provided by Prof. Oliver Mu¨ller, Dr. Andreas Jungmann, Clinic for Cardiol-
ogy, Angiology and Pneumology, University Clinic Heidelberg). The plasmid contains
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EGFP as an expression marker, initiated by CMV promoter. The vector also includes
inverted terminal repeats (ITR) sequences, which are crucial for AAV production. The
individual sequences for each shRNA subcloning were ordered as gene synthesis (9,
page 28). The synthetized gene sequence contains a part of the H1 promoter (5′ end)
and the shRNA (3′ end), flanked by KasI and XhoI restriction sites.
Maintainence of bacterial cells
For AAV plasmid cloning, recombination-deficient SURE2 (Stop Unwanted Rearrange-
ment Events 2) bacterial cells (Agilent Genomics, Waldbronn, Germany) were used, in
order to prevent the deletion of ITR sequences. Liquid cultures, grown in sterile LB
medium (composition given in 11, page 29) were expanded at 37 °C under continuous
agitation (150-200 rpm) in a bacterial incubator. Bacteria stocks for transformation were
stored as 50 µL aliquotes at -80 °C.
Digestion of plasmid DNA
Plasmid digestion with KasI and XhoI restriction enzymes was performed in the corre-
sponding buffers for 2 h for each µg plasmid DNA, at 37 °C. Reaction efficiency was
analysed by agarose gel electrophoresis (100V for approximately 70 min). A molecular
weight ladder was used to determine band size (GeneRuler 1kb DNA Ladder, Thermo
Fischer Scientific, Munich, Germany). The DNA was imaged by using GelDoc XR
unit and analysed with Quantity One software package version 4.06 (Bio Rad, Mu-
nich, Germany). The DNA bands corresponding to the backbone and the insert were
cut and DNA was purified from the gel using QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Eluted DNA concentration
was measured using NanoDrop Spectrophotometer (PeQlab Biotechnologie, Erlangen,
Germany).
Modification of DNA ends
In order to reduce the process of backbone religation, 5′ phosphate ends were removed
by using Antarctic phosphatase (New England Biolabs, Frankfurt am Main, Germany).
The gel-purified vector backbone was incubated with the enzyme in the specific buffer
for 30 min at 37 °C. Phosphatase heat-inactivation was afterwards performed at 65 °C
for 30 min on a thermoblock (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany).
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Ligation of plasmid DNA
Ligation of DNA fragments was performed in a ratio 1:4 backbone:insert ration by using
T4 DNA ligase in the specific ATP-containing buffer provided by the producer. For
each ligation reaction, 50 µg backbone was used. The dephosphorylated backbone was
incubated with the insert in the presence of ligase for 16 h at 16 °C using a thermoblock.
The reaction mixture was further used for bacteria transformation.
Bacteria transformation
50 µL of bacteria were allowed to thaw on ice and then incubated with the ligation mix-
ture for 30 min at 4 °C. Heat-shock was performed at 42 °C for 45 s, on a thermoblock.
Afterwards, bacteria were transferred on ice for 10 min and then cultured for 30 min
at 37 °C in 300 µL LB medium without antibiotics. Next, the suspension was spread
on sterile LB-plates with 15% agar and 100 µg/mL ampicillin (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich,
Germany). Plates were incubated overnight at 37 °C to allow colony formation. Individ-
ual bacterial colonies were randomly picked and further cultured in 5 mL LB medium
with ampicillin for 16 h. Plasmid DNA was isolated QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qia-
gen, Hilden, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
The presence of the insert was confirmed by KasI and XhoI digestion as well as DNA
sequencing (Eurofins Genomic, Luxembourg). Positive colonies were expanded in 1 L
of ampicillin containing LB medium overnight and DNA was isolated using ZymoP-
URE Plasmid Gigaprep Kit (Zymo Research, Freiburg, Germany) according to manu-
facturer’s instructions. Each preparation yielded at least 1.5 g plasmid DNA, which was
further used for AAV preparation.
4.3.3 Quantitative real time PCR
Total RNA was extracted from adherent cells or tissue using RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions and the concentration was
measured using NanoDrop Spectrophotometer (PeQlab Biotechnologie, Erlangen, Ger-
many). First strand synthesis of cDNA was completed using Omniscript Reverse Tran-
scriptase kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and OligodT primers (Promega, Mannheim,
Germany), starting from equal amount of RNA for each sample. SYBR Green (Qia-
gen, Hilden, Germany) qRT-PCR was performed using Qiagen Rotor-Gene machine, in
reactions of 20 µL (10 µL SYBR Green, 2 µL primer mix, 3 µL RNase free water, 5
µL cDNA). cDNA was amplified using specific primers for the investigated genes, as
shown in Table 5, page 26.
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The qPCR program consisted of an initial denaturation step of at 95 °C for 5 min, fol-
lowed by 40 cycles of denaturation (95 °C for 60 s), annealing (primer dependent tem-
perature, 25 s) and elongation (72 °C, 60 s), followed by melting curve. The presence
of a single amplicon was determined by the existence of a single peak in the melting
curve graph. Data was analysed by relative quantification method, double delta Ct (cy-
cle threshold) method, using RPL32 as a housekeeping gene [158]. The Ct was defined
as the cycle number at which the fluorescence signal crosses the fluorescence threshold,
considered as background. Corresponding controls (non stimulated cells or samples iso-
lated from control mice) were used for relative gene expression calculation. In order to
quantify the change in gene expression levels, the following equation was used [158]:
Ratio =
2Cttarget,untreated−Ctreference,untreated
2Cttarget,treated−Ctreference,treated
(4.2)
4.3.4 In situ hybridization
For the detection of RNA decoy ODNs both in vitro and in vivo, samples (tissue sec-
tions or cells) were subjected to RNA in situ hybridization. In brief, cells cultured on
gelatin coated glass coverslips or 5µm tissue cryosections were fixed with DEPC (di-
ethyl dicarbonate)-treated 4 % PFA (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany) for 10 min fol-
lowed by incubation with 20 µg/mL Proteinase K (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany)
at 37 °C for 15 min in order to induce tissue permeabilization and antigen retrieval. As
a probe we used a molecular beacon (Biomers, Ulm) with complementary sequence to
the hp decoy ODNs (Tab. 7, page 27), with 5’-Cy5 labeling and 3’-BHQ-2 (Black Hole
Quencher) as a quencher. In a hybridized state the molecular beacon itself does not emit
fluorescence signal due to the dye and the quencher being located proximally. After hy-
bridization to the target sequence, red fluorescence can be detected, as shown in Fig. 8.
Prior to hybridization, the molecular beacon was heated at 95 °C and gradually cooled
down to room temperature to allow the hairpin structure formation; afterwards it was
kept on ice until use.
Samples were incubated overnight at 55 °C with the probe dissolved in hybridization
buffer in a humidified atmosphere. As blocking reagents we used salmon DNA and
yeast tRNA (complete hybridization buffer composition is listed in Tab. 12, page 30)
which were added in the mixture. After extensive washes (3x20 min) in hybridization
buffer and DEPC-treated PBS (1x15 min) in order to remove non-hybridized molecu-
lar beacon, EGFP immunofluorescence staining was performed. Finally, DAPI staining
was performed (Ex/Em=358/461) for nuclei visualization using Fluoroshield with DAPI
mounting medium (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany).
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Fig. 8: The use of molecular beacons for RNA sequences detection. A. The hybridized molecular beacon, as a
hairpin form, does not emit fluorescence. B. As soon as the probe binds to the target RNA, fluorescence can be
detected. Scheme was adapted from [219].
4.4 Protein methods
4.4.1 Protein extraction and Western blot analysis
Total protein was extracted from SMCs using complete RIPA buffer and quantified us-
ing Bradford method (Bio Rad, Munich, Germany). The lysate was snap-frozen and
stored at -80 °C until further use.
In order to isolate total protein extract from heart tissue, a piece of the left ventricle was
cut, briefly washed with NaCl to remove blood residuals, and treated with 300 µL of
ice-cold complete RIPA buffer. Afterwards, a Dounce homogenizer was used to disrupt
the tissue. Protein lysates were snap frozen and maintained at -80 °C before completing
downstream measurements.
30 µg of protein were denatured by incubation at 95 °C for 10 min with 4x sample buffer
(Roth, Karlsrue, Germany) and loaded into SDS-12% acrylamide gels (composition is
given in Tab. 12). A pre-stained protein standard (Bio Rad, Munich, Germany) was used
for molecular weight estimation. Separated proteins were transferred on a methanol pre-
activated PVDF (polyvinylidene difluoride) membrane (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt,
Germany) with pore size 0.45 µm. Ponceau staining was used to prove equal loading
of protein samples. For this purpose, membranes were incubated with the dye (Roth,
Karlsrue, Germany) for 5 min, until red lines were visible, representing the transferred
proteins. Afterwards, extensive washing in H2O was carried out until red, clearly de-
fined bands were observed on white, destained background. The membranes were then
digitized using a Lexmark scanner. Prior to further processing, the membranes were
completely destained by TBS washing.
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Blocking was made using 5% non fat dry milk diluted in TBS-T for one hour, followed
by overnight incubation at 4 °C, under continuous shaking with primary antibodies
(listed in Tab. 2, 25). β-actin was used as a loading control. After washing, membranes
were incubated with corresponding horseradish-peroxidase labelled secondary antibod-
ies (summarized in Tab. 3, page 25) for one hour at room temperature. Membranes were
developed with the chemoluminescent substrates Luminata Classico for β-actin and Lu-
minata Forte for MMP9 and phospholamban detection (Merck, Darmstadt) for 3 min.
Afterwards, membranes were imaged using ImageQuant LAS 4000 mini system (GE
Healthcare Life Sciences, Munich, Germany). The band intensities were analysed and
related to β-actin using ImageJ software.
4.4.2 ELISA
ELISA (Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) was used for the assessment of in vitro
BNP protein level secreted in cardiomyocyte supernatant and total cell lysate. In addi-
tion, BNP concentration in left ventricular protein extracts and in plasma were mea-
sured. For this purpose, a Brain Natriuretic Peptide EIA Kit (Sigma-Aldrich, Mu-
nich, Germany) was used, following the instructions provided by the producer. The ab-
sorbance were read using a colorimetric plate (BioTek, Bad Friedrichshall, Germany).
The absorbance of samples and standards were measured in duplicates. A standard curve
for the target protein (provided by the producer) was plotted in each experiment. The
amount of BNP protein was normalised to the total protein content of the samples, de-
termined by Bradford method.
4.4.3 Immunocytochemistry
For immunocytochemistry experiments, SMCs or HL-1 cardiomyocytes were plated
on glass coverslips pre-coated with gelatine. After treatments, cells were washed with
PBS and fixed with 4% PFA for 5 min. Subsequently, the glass slides were washed
and blocked in 3% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.05% Triton-X100 as a permeabiliza-
tion reagent, dissolved in PBS. Primary antibodies (summarized in Table 2, page 25)
were diluted in blocking buffer and incubated overnight at 4°C. Next, a set of 3 washing
steps with PBS were performed, followed by fluorescently labelled secondary antibody
incubation (listed in Tab. 3, page 25) for one hour at room temperature and DAPI nu-
clear staining. Images were taken using confocal microscopy (Leica TCS SP8, Leica
Microsystems, Mannheim) and mean fluorescence intensity was calculated using Im-
ageJ.
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4.4.4 Immunohistochemistry
Aortic and heart tissues were collected and washed in NaCl in order to remove blood
residuals. Next, tissue was embedded into optimal cutting temperature medium Tis-
sueTek (Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany) and snap-frozen by immersion into liquid
nitrogen. A cryotome (Leica, Mannheim, Germany) was used to section the frozen tis-
sue (cryosectioning temperature: -21°C). 5µm thick cryosections were fixed with Zinc
fixative (composition provided in Tab. 12, page 30) and blocked with PBS containing
3% BSA and 0.05% Triton-X100 for one hour. Primary antibodies against the proteins
of interest were diluted in blocking buffer and incubated overnight at 4°C in a humidi-
fied athmosphere. A list of primary antibodies and the working dilution are provided in
Table 2, page 25. As secondary antibodies, compatible Cy3 or Cy5 labelled IgG were
used, diluted in blocking buffer. Nuclei were visualised by DAPI counterstaining and
images were recorded by confocal microscopy. Relative mean fluorescence intensity
was measured using ImageJ as previously described [96] and related to corresponding
controls.
4.4.5 Zymography
Gel zymography
Gel zymography was used for the detection of MMP activity secreted by SMCs. Cell
culture supernatant was incubated for 24h on a rotor at 4 °C with gelatin- coated beads
(Sepharose 4B Beads, Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany) in order to concentrate the
MMPs present in the medium. Afterwards, MMPs were eluted using non-reducing sam-
ple buffer followed by electrophoretic separation on 5 mg/mL gelatine-containing acry-
lamide gels. A standard ladder was used to identify the molecular weights of the bands.
Following electrophoresis, gels were incubated for 2 h in wash buffer containing Triton
X-100 in order to remove the SDS and renature the enzymes. Afterwards, gels were
placed in a 37 °C incubator overnight, in incubation buffer (composition is presented in
12), which contains CaCl2, essential for enzymatic activity of MMPs. Gels were then
transferred to Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining solution for one hour at room tempera-
ture under shaking and afterwards incubated in destaining buffer until clear bands were
visible on the blue background. The bands correspond to the level of gelatinase activity,
and were further quantified. For this purpose, gels were scanned and the relative band
intensity was measured using ImageJ.
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In situ zymography
In situ zymography was performed using a broad spectrum MMP substrate (520 MMP
FRET Substrate XIV, Anaspec, Go¨ttingen, Germany), which detects the activity of
MMP-1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 12, and 13 present in the sample. For in vitro measurement of
MMP activity, SMCs were treated with the substrate to a final concentration of 0.1
µg/mL in serum-free medium for 1 hour at 37 °C. After cell fixation with PFA 4% and
DAPI staining, the cells were visualised using a confocal microscope and red fluores-
cence (Ex/Em=494/521 nm) was analysed as a measure of MMP activity.
Similarly, MMP activity was analysed in 5 µm aortic cryosections. The tissue was fixed
with Zinc fixative and incubated with the substrate at 37 °C for 4 h in a humidified
atmosphere to avoid the evaporation of the substrate solution. The sections were then
extensively washed to remove the non-bound substrate. Red fluorescence intensity was
measured and reported to the wild type control aorta values.
4.4.6 SUnSET assay
SUnSET (Surface sensing of translation) assay was used for measurement of total pro-
tein translation rate as previously described [181]. For in vitro protein translation mea-
surements in HL-1 cells, a viability curve was performed to determine the suitable con-
centration of the compound to be used in further experiments. For this purpose, HL-1
cells, cultured in 96-well plates were treated with increasing concentration of puromycin
(0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100 µmol/L) for 30 min, followed by Alamar Blue viability test
(described in detail in section 4.1.7, page 36).
Afterwards, either cardiomyocytes or 5 µm heart cryosections were incubated with
puromycin 10 µmol/L for 30 min, followed by PFA fixation. Then, anti-puromycin an-
tibody was diluted in blocking buffer, added to samples and incubated overnight at 4
°C. After 3 steps of PBS washing, a Cy5-labelled secondary antibody was used. Red
fluorescence signal was recorded using a confocal microscope and relative means were
analysed using ImageJ.
4.5 ROS measurement
4.5.1 In vitro
The level of oxidative stress in vitro was measured using 2′,7′-Dichlorofluorescin diac-
etate (DCFDA, Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany) or, when SMCs were transduced
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with EGFP expressing AAV, with Dihydroethidium (DHE, Sigma Aldrich, Munich,
Germany). For this purpose, cells were cultured on gelatine-coated glass coverslips and
subjected to hp decoy ODNs treatement or AAV transduction. Afterwards, cells were
incubated with DCFDA (5 µmol/L) or DHE (0.1 µmol/L) for 30 min at 37 °C in serum-
free medium. The dye was then removed by PBS washing and cells were stimulated with
IL1-β for 6 h. Non-stimulated cells were used as control. Next, coverslips were washed
again with PBS and fixation was performed using methanol. After DAPI nuclear stain-
ing, cells were visualised using a confocal microscope (DCFDA:Ex/Em=485/535nm;
DHE:Ex/Em=518/605) and the fluorescence intensity was measured using ImageJ.
4.5.2 In tissue cryosections
Aortic cryosections were fixed with 4% PFA for 5 min and rinsed in PBS. DHE was
applied to the tissue to a final concentration of 10 µmol/L and incubated at 37°C for 30
min in a humidified atmosphere. The sections were then briefly washed with PBS and
visualised by confocal microscopy. Mean fluorescence intensity was measured using
ImageJ.
4.6 Other tissue based methods
4.6.1 Cell size measurement
WGA (Wheat Germ Agglutinin) staining is an already established method for analysis
of cell size in cardiac tissue [82]. Left ventricles embedded in TissueTek medium were
sectioned (5 µm) and the cell orientation was observed. The analysis was made on both
short and long axis. Cryosections were fixed with PFA 4% for 5 min and stained with
WGA-Alexa Fluor 594 (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany, 1:400 diluted
in PBS). The incubation with the dye was performed at room temperature, for 10 min.
Afterwards, tissues were briefly washed with PBS and mounted. Images were taken
using confocal microscopy and cell diameter was analysed using ImageJ.
4.6.2 T-tubule analysis
After WGA staining, T-tubule organization was assessed using ImageJ, as previously
described [215]. In brief, cells were analysed individually, by application of Fast fourier
transformation (FFT), as described in Fig. 9. This method allowed the identification of
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repeating patterns and the frequency with which they appear (T-power). The peak corre-
sponding to the 2 µm distance was further analysed. In addition, the percentage of cell
area occupied by T-tubules (T-index) was calculated by using threshold method deter-
mined in ImageJ. This parameter was defined as the area above-threshold divided by cell
cross-sectional area. Cardiomyocytes presenting a T-index above 2 % were considered
to be tubulated, in a similar manner as other studies [65]. The level of tubularization was
defined as the percentage of tubulated cells in each treatment group.
Fig. 9: Image analysis of T tubule organization. (A) Original image after background removal. (B) The power
spectrum obtained after performing FFT and the corresponding plot profile. The second peak was further used for
analysis, designating the 2 µm distance between single T-tubules.
4.6.3 Heart histology
Masson’s Trichrome Staining
Heart histology was performed in collaboration with Prof. Dr. med. Hermann-Josef
Gro¨ne, German Cancer Research Center, Heidelberg. Hearts were fixed in 4% PFA
overnight at 4 °C and embedded in paraffin prior to histological assessment. For vi-
sualization of collagen fibers, sections were subjected to Masson’s Trichrome Staining
according to standard protocols [14]. Images were taken in random areas of the left
ventricle using a brightfield microscope with 20x magnification (Leica DM500, Leica
Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany). Collagen was stained blue, muscle and cytoplasm
appeared red and nuclei were visualized as being dark brown to black. Both perivascular
and interstitial fibrosis were analysed using a quantification software written in QT/C++
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based on image processing and segmentation libraries. In a first step, interfering back-
ground of all images was masked out by subsequently applying threshold and erosion
filters. Further, the fibrotic area was determined using hsv-thresholding with a 10 % tol-
erance on the hue component, followed by numerical quantification of the percentage
area covered. A sample result image is provided in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10: Quantification of perfentage of fibrotic area. The image on the left represents the original picture of the
stained tissue. On the right, the blue region, representing collagen staining, was selected for analysis and the area was
calculated.
Hematoxylin-eosin staining
Cardiomyocyte architecture was assessed by H&E (Hematoxylin-eosin) staining of
paraffin sections, performed in collaboration with Prof. Dr. med. Hermann-Josef Gro¨ne,
German Cancer Research Center, Heidelberg, according to standard protocols [117].
Stained tissue sections were visualised using a brightfield microscope (Leica DM500,
Leica Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany). Following the procedure, nuclei appeared
blue, while cardiac tissue was stained pink. Cardiomyocytes were identified according
to their specific shape and their area on the long axis was measured using ImageJ and
normalized to the cell size of sham operated mice.
Verhoeff-van Gieson Staining
Elastic van Gieson staining was performed using Elastic Stain Kit (Sigma Aldrich, Mu-
nich, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, 5 µm cryosections
were fixed with 4% PFA (paraformaldehyde) and allowed to dry at room temperature.
Afterwards, sections were stained with working elastin solution (20 mL hematoxylin
solution, 3 mL FeCl3, 8 mL Weigerts iodine solution, 5 mL deionized H2O) for 10 min
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and briefly washed with deionized H2O. Aortic tissue was then differentiated in 3%
FeCl3 for 1 min, rinsed in 95% ethanol and stained with Van Gieson solution for one
min. The sections were washed with 95% ethanol and mounted. Images were taken us-
ing brightfield microscopy with 10x magnification. Elastin fragmentation was assessed
by counting the number of islands of damage by two researchers blinded to the treat-
ment. An island of damage was defined as breaks in two neighbouring elastic fibers
surrounded by conjunctive tissue [132].
4.7 Mouse models and techniques
4.7.1 Animal models
Mouse models were used to prove the in vivo reproducibility of the results obtained
using cell culture models. All animal experiments were carried out under the approval
of the regional committees (Regierungsprsidium Karlsruhe, permit numbers G187-11
and G-52/17 for Marfan syndrome project and G180/12 for heart hypertrophy project,
applicants Prof. Dr. Klaus Kallenbach, Prof. Dr. Oliver Mu¨ller). Animals were kept in
the Interfaculty Biomedical Facility (IBF), Heidelberg, under standard conditions with
12h light, 12h night cycle; water and food was offered ad libitum.
4.7.2 Aortic grafts transplantation
For the Marfan syndrome project, 6-9 weeks old female mice were used. The animals
are underexpressing fibrillin-1 due to a hypomorphic mutation (mgR/mgR), as previ-
ously described [183]. Male mice were excluded because they present a significantly
lower survival. As comparison we used age-matched wild type littermates.
AAV9SLR-EGFP, AAV9WT and AAV9SLR expressing the hp RNA decoy ODNs were
applied at the level of the aorta ex vivo by means of a heterotrophic infrarenal transplan-
tation model as previously described [184]. The surgeries were performed by Dr. Rawa
Arif and Maximilian Franz, Clinic for Cardiac Surgery, Heidelberg University Hospi-
tal. Donor mgR/mgR mice were euthanized with CO2, the thorax was open and 5 mL
of cold sterile saline solution was injected systemically through the left ventricle. The
thoracic aorta was gently removed and grafts were incubated with gentle shaking on a
tumbling table for 30 min with 50 µL AAV solution (1012 virus particles/mL, diluted in
NaCl) at room temperature. In order to demonstrate that AAV transduction itself has no
effect on elastin structure, mgR/mgR grafts were treated with PBS as a control. Recipi-
ent mgR/mgR mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and the abdomen was open. The
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infrarenal part of the aorta was visualized under the microscope (25-40x magnification)
and vessel clips were placed in between the left renal artery and the aortic bifurcation
prior to cutting it. The ex vivo transduced aortic graft was implanted, the clips were
detached and the abdomen was closed. The following 3 days after surgery, analgesic
treatment (Novalgin, Camprofen) was provided. Grafts were removed for analysis 30
days after surgery.
4.7.3 Transverse aortic constriction and echocardiography
Transverse aortic constriction was performed in 10 weeks old C57BL/6N mice for in-
ducing heart hypertrophy which develops into heart failure, as previously described
[115]. The surgery was performed in collaboration with Prof. Oliver Mu¨ller, Theresa
Ruf, Lin Ding, Internal Medicine III, Clinic for Cardiology, Angiology and Pneumol-
ogy, University Clinic Heidelberg.
The substrain choice was made due to the findings published by Garcia-Menderez et
al [69], which show that C57BL/6N mice are a better animal model for TAC-induced
cardiac hypertrophy than other commonly used substrains, such as C57BL/6J. A 27-
gauge needle was used for inducing the stenosis. Successful ligation was confirmed by
measuring the right carotid/left carotid flow velocity ratio. Changes in heart function
were determined every 2 weeks by echocardiography in non-anesthetised mice using
VisualSonics Vevo 2100 imaging system and the 40 Hz MS-550D micro scan trans-
ducer. The measurements were performed by an experimenter blinded to the treatment.
Long axis and M-mode short axis cine loops were recorded. EF (ejection fraction),
FS (fractional shortening) and left ventricular mass was determined using VisualSonics
software. The mice were sacrificed by CO2 asphyxiation 6 weeks after surgery. Heart
weight/tibia length ratio was measured as a marker of cardiac hypertrophy, as well as
lung weight/tibia length ratio for monitoring heart failure induced lung edema [30].
Furthermore, mice weight was as well tracked every week.
4.8 Statistical data analysis
The statistical data evaluation was made using GraphPad InStat 3.06 software. Dif-
ferences between 3 or more different groups were assessed using One-way ANOVA,
followed by a Tukeys multiple comparison test for particular pairs of groups. Mann-
Whitney U test was used to compare two groups. A p value <0.05 was considered
significant. In vitro experiments were repeated at least 4 times. The mean fluorescence
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intensity of at least 20 images/group was analysed in the immunocytochemistry and im-
munohistochemistry experiments, using ImageJ (FiJi version 1.51p). Gel zymography
and Western blot data were evaluated as well using ImageJ. Data are presented as mean
± SD of n individual experiments. Graphs were generated using GraphPad Prism 7 (San
Diego, California, USA).
5Results
5.1 Cloning of the AAV vectors
5.1.1 Digestion of the vectors
Hairpin RNA decoy ODNs were individually cloned into a pDS vector backbone un-
der the control of H1 promoter. Transduced cells were identified by CMV promoter-
dependent EGFP expression. Separate vectors containing the sequence of hpRNA de-
coy ODNs (hpAP-1 cons, hpAP-1 mut, hpNFAT cons, hpNFAT mut) flanked by KasI
(5) and XhoI (3) were employed to isolate the insert DNA.
Both pDS vector and the gene synthetized plasmid for each decoy ODN (GeneArt,
Thermo Fischer Scientific) were digested with the KasI and SalI enzymes and the result-
ing DNA was further analysed using agarose gel electrophoresis to prove the successful
digestion. As shown in Fig. 11, the detected bands corresponding to the digested vector
(5,980 bp) as well as to the insert (164 bp) were cut out and purified using QIAquick
Gel Extraction Kit. The pDS vector, kindly provided by Prof. Dr. Oliver Mu¨ller, Clinic
for Cardiology, Angiology and Pneumology, University Clinic Heidelberg, contained
the sequence of an unrelated shRNA, which was detected after KasI and XhoI digestion
as a 164 bp band following agarose gel electrophoresis, as demonstrated in Fig. 11. The
band corresponding to the pDS vector backbone was identified as the high molecular-
weight fragment and was further gel-purified.
5.1.2 Analysis of cloned plasmids
After ligation and transformation steps, single colonies were cultured and plasmid DNA
was isolated. In order to show proper ligation and to distinguish self-ligated pDS back-
bone, SalI digestion was performed, taking into account that the restriction site of this
enzyme was present only in the designed insert and not in the initial pDS vector, as
shown in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 11: Cloning strategy for the individual AAV vectors used in the present study. A. Plasmid maps used for
backbone and insert isolation respectively. B. Agarose gel detection of plasmid (pDS and RNA decoy ODNs vector)
digestion efficiency with KasI and XhoI.
Fig. 12: Confirmation of presence of insert in isolated plasmids. Agarose gel analysis of SalI digested plasmids
isolated from picked colonies. The 6,000 bp bands show successful digestion. The non digested plasmid appears as
a high molecular weight DNA fragment due to the relaxed structure which migrates with a lower speed than other
fragments.
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5.2 Marfan syndrome project
5.2.1 ”Naked” hpAP-1 decoy ODNs uptake by SMCs
First, hpAP-1 decoy ODNs uptake by aortic SMCs was assessed. For this purpose, pri-
mary SMCs isolated from the thoracic aorta of mgR/mgR mice were treated either with
Atto-590 fluorescently labelled decoy ODNs alone or with the same amount of DNA
pre-incubated with Lipofectamine 3000 as transfection reagent. The distribution of red
signal within the cells was analysed by confocal microscopy. The results confirm that 2
h incubation with the labelled hpAP-1 decoy ODNs is sufficient for the decoy uptake by
SMCs. On the other hand, when Lipofectamine was pre-mixed with the DNA, a signif-
icant lower amount of DNA was detected whithin SMCs, as proven by red fluorescent
quantification in Fig. 13.
Moreover, an increased localization of the decoy ODN in the nucleus was observed
when the DNA was added alone in the medium, whereas in Lipofectamine-mediated
delivery group decoy ODNs were mostly detected inside vesicles. Therefore, in order to
assess hpAP-1 decoy ODNs efficiency in SMCs in following experiments, no liposomal
transfection reagents were used.
5.2.2 ”Naked” hpAP-1 consensus decoy ODN effects on mgR/mgR SMCs
Expression of AP-1 target genes
Having shown that SMCs can be successfully transfected with hpAP-1 decoy ODNs,
the analysis of its effect on AP-1 target genes MMP9 and MCP-1 was determined. The
two genes have major roles on aortic aneurysm development in Marfan syndrome [92].
MMP9 was already shown to be upregulated in mgR/mgR mice [228] and its deletion
decreased the rate of thoracic aortic aneurysms dissection [93]. On the other hand, MCP-
1 is a major chemotaxis agent for inflammatory cells and its concentration correlates
with disease severity in Marfan patients [164].
In order to induce AP-1 transcription factor family activation, IL-1β was applied to
serum depleted SMCs. As expected, 8 h treatment with the stimulus caused a significant
increase in the expression of both analysed genes, whereas pre-treatment with hpAP-1
cons decoy ODNs for 2 h led to a significant reduction in the mRNA levels of both
MMP9 and MCP-1. The control hpAP-1 mut decoy ODNs had no effect in this context,
as shown in Fig. 14, further proving the specificity of the designed decoy ODNs.
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Fig. 13: Hairpin AP-1 decoy ODNs are taken up without auxilliary means by mgR/mgR SMCs. Representative
fluorescence images showing the uptake of Atto590 fluorescently labelled hp AP-1 decoy ODN (red) with or with-
out liposomal transfection reagent. Cell membranes were marked with WGA-Alexa488 (green). The graph shows
statistical quantification of red signal detected in confocal images, proving that Lipofectamine mediated transfection
is less effective than simple decoy ODN addition to cell culture medium. The scale bar represents 10 µm; Lipo:
lipofectamine treatment. (n=3, ** p=<0.001).
MMP expression and activity in SMCs
To confirm the results of gene expression analysis on protein level, Western blot ex-
periments were performed using a specific antibody directed to MMP9. As a result, a
high molecular weight protein band was detected in mgR/mgR SMCs lysates, which
had a higher intensity than the expected 105 kDa band. To prove that the 220 kDa
band represents a MMP9 dimer and not a non-specific binding of the antibodies, SMCs
were treated with a compound which was validated as a specific MMP9 dimerization
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Fig. 14: Hairpin AP-1 consensus decoy ODNs but not the mutated control ODNs significantly decrease the
mRNA levels of AP-1 target genes. MMP9 and MCP-1 gene expression was normalised to RPL32 (ribosomal
protein L32) as housekeeping gene. (n=5, * p<0.05).
inhibitor, by blocking its PEX domain [53]. When SMCs were incubated with this com-
pound for 24 h but not with DMSO as control, MMP9 dimerization was completely
abolished and the high molecular band was not present, as depicted in Fig. 15B. This
led to the conclusion that in mgR/mgR aortic SMCs MMP9 could be detected mainly
as homodimer in SMCs protein lysates, even under denaturing and reducing conditions.
Thus further data analysis was made using the 250 kDa protein.
MMP9 expression levels were analysed in SMCs following treatment with hpAP-1 con-
sensous decoy ODNs. As shown in Fig. 15A, MMP9 homodimer expression was signifi-
cantly decreased by 74% following hpAP-1 cons decoy ODNs application. As expected,
the control mutated decoy ODNs had no effect on MMP9 protein level.
Additionally, MMP activity in the cell culture setup was analysed. For this purpose,
serum-free cell culture supernatant was subjected to MMP concentration using gelatine
beads, followed by gel zymography. In our hands, the 105 kDa band corresponding to
the monomeric MMP9 had the highest gelatinolytic activity in mgR/mgR SMCs condi-
tioned medium and was therefore analysed. In consistence with the Western blot results,
SMCs treatment with hpAP-1 consensous but not with the mutated decoy ODNs led to
a marked decrease of MMP9 proteolytic activity, as shown in Fig. 16A.
In order to evaluate if the activity of non-secreted MMPs follows the same trend, a
broad spectrum FRET substrate was employed, which was applied to SMCs in serum
free medium. The substrate is cleaved by MMP-1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 12, and 13, leading to the
generation of a red fluorescent compound which was further visualized and quantified in
confocal images. As demonstrated in Fig. 16B, 24 h incubation with IL-1β significantly
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Fig. 15: Hairpin AP-1 consensus decoy ODNs significantlydecrease IL-1β-induced MMP9 protein level in
aortic SMCs. (A) MMP9 Western blot analysis of SMCs lysates. β-Actin was used as a loading control and relative
protein levels were normalized to IL-1β (20 ng/mL) stimulated SMCs. (n=4, *** p<0.001). (B) Evaluation of the 250
kDa band detected in the Western blot experiments. By using a small molecule which blocks MMP9 dimerization,
the high molecular weight homodimer was not detected.
increased MMP activity in SMCs, which was largely diminished by hpAP-1 consensus
decoy ODNs application prior to stimulation.
The aforementioned findings demonstrate that AP-1 neutralization through hpAP-1 con-
sensus decoy ODNs can downregulate the mRNA levels of genes controlled by this tran-
scription factor family and activated by IL-1β stimulation. Moreover, decreased MMP9
protein level and activity in SMCs was observed.
Reactive oxygen species generation
An important role in the development and rupture of aortic aneurysms in Marfan syn-
drome patients was attributed to disturbances in reactive oxygen species (ROS) home-
ostasis whithin the aortic tissue. ROS are generated by increased TGF-β signalling and
were shown to correlate with the rate of aortic aneurysms rupture [29]. Furthermore,
AP-1 inhibition was proven to decrease ROS production through reduced NADPH ox-
idase activity in human aortic SMCs [128]. Therefore, the effect of hpAP-1 consensus
decoy ODNs on ROS production in the context of Marfan syndrome was determined.
For this purpose, ROS production was measured by incubating the cells with CM-
H2DCFDA after decoy ODNs treatment. The CM-DCF green fluorescence intensity
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Fig. 16: Hairpin AP-1 consensus decoy ODNs decrease IL-1β-induced MMP activity in aortic SMCs. (A)
MMP9 gelatinolytic activity as shown by gel zymography. The graph depicts desitometric analysis of the bands,
normalized to IL-1β (20 ng/mL) stimulated group. (n=4, * p<0.05) (B). Intracellular MMP activity was analysed
using a FRET substrate specific for 12 different MMPs. Red signal represents the fluorescence generated by cleaved
substrate and correlates with the total activity of intracellular MMP. The graph shows the statistical quantification of
mean red fluorescence intensity of the indicated treatment groups. Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI. The scale bar
represents 75 µm, 20 images analysed/group. (n=4, *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01).
significantly increased in IL-1β stimulated SMCs, as compared to control cells, proving
a higher amount of ROS in the presence of the stimulus. However, following 2 h incuba-
tion with hpAP-1 consensus decoy ODNs prior to IL-1β addition to the medium, SMCs
showed a significant decrease in the level of ROS, as demonstrated by the quantification
of fluorescent images in Fig. 17.
Migration rate
In was previously shown that thoracic aneurysms are correlated with phenotypic switch
of vascular SMCs, process characterized by increased proliferation, enhanced MMP ac-
tivity and decreased SMA (smooth muscle α-actin) expression. [129]. Moreover, SMCs
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Fig. 17: Hairpin AP-1 consensus decoy ODNs decrease IL-1β-induced ROS production in aortic SMCs. Rep-
resentative images showing CM-DCF fluorescence, recorded using confocal microscopy on the green channel. Mean
fluorescence intensity was analysed and normalized to non-stimulated control. The scale bar represents 75 µm, 20
images analysed/group. (n=4, *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01).
injury correlates with increased migratory phenotype of the cells. Taking these observa-
tions into account, SMC migration rate was analysed in the presence of hpAP-1 decoy
ODNs by using ibidi inserts. IL-1β significantly increased the migratory capacity of
SMCs. On the other hand, the migration rate of SMCs pre-treated with hpAP-1 consen-
sus decoy ODNs, but not with the mutated control decoy ODNs almost declined to the
basal level (Fig. 18).
5.2.3 Transduction efficiency of SMCs with AAV9 modified with targeting capsid
peptides
Previous research demonstrated that AAV transduction efficiency and specificity can
be markedly improved by the use of targeting capsid peptides [140, 208]. Neverthe-
less, the transduction efficiency of the AAV serotype 9 with targeting peptide SLRSPP
(AAV9SLR) was only shown in human endothelial cells and SMCs in vitro. There-
fore, we wanted to confirm that AAV9SLR is a suitable vector for transduction of
mouse mgR/mgR SMCs. For this purpose, cells were transduced with EGFP expressing
AAV9SLR and SMCs were visualised using fluorescence microscopy after 3 days. In
addition, AAV9 with 2 other selected peptides were tested, as well as AAV2 with modi-
fied capsids. As controls, wild type non modified AAV9 (AAV9WT) and non-transduced
SMCs were used. The results in human primary cells could be reproduced in mouse
aortic SMCs, namely the targeting capsid peptide SLRSPP significantly improved the
transduction efficiency of the wild type vector, as shown in Fig. 19. Using this AAV
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Fig. 18: Hairpin AP-1 consensus decoy ODNs significantly decrease the migration rate of vascular SMCs.
Depicted are representative images of SMCs immediately after removal of the inserts (0 h), and after 24 h stimulation
with 20 ng/mL IL-1β. The graph shows relative migration rate of SMCs in the 4 treatment groups. (n=4, *** p<
0.001).
construct, a greater than 70% transduction efficiency was achieved on average, while
the other serotypes only led to extremely low amount of EGFP positive cells (less than
5%). AAV9WT failed to transduce mgR/mgR SMCs in vitro.
Expression of hpRNA decoy ODNs after AAV9SLR transduction
Having identified the most efficient AAV serotype for in vitro transduction of primary
SMCs, the production of shRNA-expressing vectors was performed. The hpAP-1 con-
sensus and hpAP-1 mutated control decoy ODNs were cloned into the designed plas-
mids and afterwards AAVs were generated. F.I.S.H. experiments were carried out 3 days
after infection to confirm that RNA decoy ODNs are expressed in transduced cells. We
used a directly labelled probe with complementary sequence to the hpAP-1 cons decoy
ODNs and we showed its specificity in situ. The molecular beacon emits no fluores-
cence as a hairpin structure due to the close proximity of the fluorofore (Cy5) and the
quencher (BHQ-2). However, as soon as it hybridizes to its target, namely the hpAP-1
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Fig. 19: Transduction efficiency of different AAV serotypes with modified capsid. Representative images of
mgR/mgR aortic SMCs 3 days after transduction with tested vectors. EGFP fluorescence (green) was analysed as
a marker of transduction efficiency of the indicated vectors and the percentage of transduced cells was calculated.
Nuclei were marked using DAPI in order to count the number of cells/field of view. Scale bar represents 82µm. (n=4,
*** p< 0.0001, compared to AAV9WT.)
consensus RNA decoy ODN, red fluorescence can be detected. After the harsh washing
steps during this procedure with hybridization buffer containing formamide, a dramatic
loss of the EGFP fluorescence in SMCs was observed. Therefore, EGFP immunocy-
tochemistry was conducted subsequently, in order to identify successfully transduced
cells.
Cy5 signal was detected only in EGFP positive cells, showing the accuracy of the
method. In contrast, substantially lower or no red fluorescence was found in AAV9SLR
EGFP or non-transduced SMCs, as shown in Fig. 20. Hairpin AP-1 RNA decoy ODNs
were identified in the nuclei of transduced cells, but they were also expressed in the
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perinuclear region.
Fig. 20: AAV9SLR-mediated expression of hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs in vascular SMCs. Red signal
shows F.I.S.H. probe hybridization to its target, proving the generation of shRNA in transduced, EGFP-positive cells
(green). Non-transduced SMCs as well as AAV9SLR-EGFP treated cells served as controls . DAPI staining (blue)
was employed to visualize the nuclei. The scale bar represents 75 µm. (n=3, exemplary pictures).
5.2.4 Effect of AAV9SLR-mediated hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs generation in
primary mgR/mgR SMCs
Expression of AP-1 target genes
To further investigate whether AAV9SLR-mediated hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy
ODNs delivery in vascular SMCs is able to neutralize the transcription factor with a
similar efficiency as the DNA decoy ODNs, the mRNA levels of MMP9 and MCP-1
was analysed. Similarly to previous experiments, AP-1 was activated by addition of IL-
1β to SMCs 3 days after AAV transduction in serum-free medium. As shown in Fig. 21,
transduction with AAV9SLR expressing hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs resulted
in a significant decrease in both genes mRNA expression levels, while the mutated con-
trol AAV had no effect on the analyzed AP-1 target genes.
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Fig. 21: AAV9SLR-mediated expression of hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs significantly decreases AP-1
target genes in vascular SMCs. mRNA levels of MMP9 and MCP-1 were compared to RPL32 as a housekeeping
gene. Values were normalized to the non-stimulated controls. (n=4, * p<0.05).
MMP expression and activity in SMCs
To further support the mRNA data and to prove efficient AP-1 neutralization by the
designed vector, MMP9 protein level was analysed by immunocytochemistry. Red flu-
orescent signal, corresponding to the MMP9 antibody, was analysed in EGFP positive
cells. MMP9 content was significantly higher in IL-1β stimulated SMCs in compar-
ison to non-stimulated cells (Fig. 22). Transduction with hpAP-1 RNA cons decoy
ODNs producing AAV9SLR significantly downregulated MMP9 protein level, while
the AAV9SLR expressing hpAP-1 mutated RNA decoy ODNs had no effect (Fig. 22).
Next, the effect of transduction on secreted and intracellular MMP activity in mgR/mgR
SMCs was determined. Gelatine zymography experiments pointed out that AAV9SLR-
mediated hpAP-1 consensus, but not mutated RNA decoy ODNs generation led to a
dramatic decrease in MMP9 gelatinolytic activity in SMCs supernatant, as shown in
Fig. 23A. As is previous experiments, the most prominent band observed in the analysis
corresponded to 105 kDa, equivalent to the MMP9 monomer which was further quanti-
fied.
Similar results were obtained when a fluorescent broad spectrum MMP substrate was
employed to measure the intracellular MMP activity. The main advantage of this tech-
nique is that it allows the identification and measurement of the activities of several
MMPs expressed by SMCs, i.e. MMP-1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 12, and 13 activities. Moreover,
the Ex/Em curves of this substrate is highly compatible to EGFP fluorescence and can
be detected in parallel by confocal microscopy. The results of this experiment demon-
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Fig. 22: AAV9SLR-mediated expression of hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs significantly decreases MMP9
protein level in vascular SMCs. Detection of MMP9 (red) was made by immunocytochemistry. Successful transduc-
tion was confirmed by EGFP fluorescence (green). The graph summarizes the statistical quantification of the mean
red fluorescence intensity of individual experiments. Nuclei were visualized by DAPI staining (blue). The scale bar
represents 25 µm. (n=4, 20 images analysed/group, ** p<0.01).
strate that AAV9SLR-mediated AP-1 neutralization significantly decreased MMP activ-
ity, which was brought back to basal conditions, while the mutated control AAV9SLR
had no effect on MMP enzymatic activity. Representative images and quantifications
are depicted in Fig. 23B.
Reactive oxygen species generation
To determine whether hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs delivery in SMCs by
AAV9SLR transduction affects the level of ROS in a similar manner as hpAP-1 con-
sensus decoy ODNs application, DHE was used as an indicator of oxidative stress.
CM-DCF could not be used as in previous experiments due to the expression of EGFP
fluorophore of the AAV9SLR transduced cells, which would interfere with detection of
the oxidized dye. Upon entry into the cells, DHE reacts with superoxide ions, yielding
oxyethidium. This compound in turn interacts with nucleic acids and emits nuclear red
fluorescence which can be detected in parallel with the green signal given by EGFP pos-
itive cells. The quantification of DHE oxidation levels shows that AAV9SLR expressing
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Fig. 23: AAV9SLR-mediated expression of hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs significantly decreases MMP
activity in vascular SMCs (A) Gelatinolytic activity of MMP9, detected as 105 kDa white bands on Coomassie
Brilliant Blue stained zymography gel. The graph shows statistical quantification of relative densitometric analysis
of the bands obtained in individual experiments. Values were normalized to the non-stimulated control group (n=4,
* p<0.05). (B) Representative images of SMCs treated with MMP substrate after AAV9SLR transduction and IL-1β
stimulation. Red fluorescence is proportional to the amount of cleaved MMP substrate. Transduced EGFP positive
cells (green, underlined with white) were selected for analysis. Scale bar represents 25µm. (n=4, 20 images anal-
ysed/group, ** p<0.01).
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hp AP-1 consensus but not the mutated RNA decoy ODNs can significantly decrease the
amount of IL-1β-induced ROS generation by SMCs, as shown in Fig. 24.
Fig. 24: AAV9SLR-mediated expression of hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs decreases the amount of ROS
in vascular SMCs. Representative images showing the measurement of superoxide in mgR/mgR SMCs following
AAV9SLR transduction. The graph pictures the statistical quantification of relative mean red fluorescence intensity
levels as compared to the non-stimulated control. EGFP fluorescence (green) shows successfully transduced cells.
Scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=4, 20 images analysed/group, * p<0.05).
5.2.5 Ex vivo transduction of murine mgR/mgR aortic grafts with AAV9SLR
First, the in vivo capacity of AAV9SLR to transduce aortic SMCs was verified by inject-
ing the EGFP expressing vector systemically through the tail vein of mgR/mgR mice.
After 30 days, thoracic aortae of injected mice were removed and tested for EGFP ex-
pression in frozen sections by immunohistochemistry. Moreover, the aortae were di-
gested and single cell suspensions were prepared and subjected to FACS analysis to
determine EGFP fluorescent cells. Nevertheless, no EGFP positive cells, neither SMCs
nor endothelial cells, could be detected (data not shown).
Therefore, ex vivo treatment of aortic grafts with AAV9SLR-EGFP and wild type
AAV9WT-EGFP as a control was performed, followed by infrarenal reimplantation into
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recipient mice. This method allows a local application of the vectors to yield a higher
AAV transduction rate and the chance of vector neutralization by antibodies in serum
is reduced. Under these conditions, successful transduction by AAV9SLR but not by
AAV9WT was proven. EGFP expression was found not only in endothelial cells, but
also in SMCs, the target cells of this study. An antibody specific for EGFP was used
in order to distinguish between elastin fibers autofluorescence on the green channel and
EGFP fluorescence. Another reason for EGFP detection by immunohistochemistry was
that rapid loss of green fluorescence was observed during fixation and staining proce-
dures. An antibody for CD31 was used to mark endothelial cells. Representative im-
munohistochemistry images are shown in Fig. 25A.
Fig. 25: Capsid peptide SLR significantly enhances ex vivo transduction efficiency of AAV9 in mgR/mgR aortic
tissue. (A) Illustrative immunohistochemistry images showing EGFP expression (green) in CD31-positive endothe-
lial cells (red), as well as in smooth muscle cells in the media (magenta). (B) EGFP expression on the genomic DNA
level is increased in AAV9SLR transduced grafts as compared to AAV9WT treated tissue, 30 days after transduction
and reimplantation. Scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=4, *** <0.001).
To bring more evidence to support these observations, genomic DNA was isolated
from aortic grafts and EGFP expression was analysed by qPCR using specific primers.
Through this method, a prominent rise in EGFP expression was demonstrated in
AAV9SLR transduced grafts as compared to AAV9WT control treated tissue.
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These data demonstrate that AAV9SLR can transduce SMCs of ex vivo treated aortic
grafts, but fails to infect target cells when administered systemically into the circula-
tion.
5.2.6 Effect of ex vivo transduction with AAV9SLR expressing hpAP-1 consensus
RNA decoy ODNs
Expression of hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs in transduced aortic grafts
After having found a reliable and reproducible method to transduce SMCs in explanted
aortic tissue, thoracic aortic grafts were treated ex vivo with AAV9SLR expressing
hpAP-1 cons RNA decoy ODN, as well as hpAP-1 mut RNA decoy ODNs as a control.
The presence of RNA decoy ODNs following vector treatment was first demonstrated
by F.I.S.H. For this purpose, the molecular beacon validated in the in vitro F.I.S.H. anal-
ysis was used. The results point out that aortic grafts treated ex vivo with the designed
AAV9SLR express high levels of hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs, as shown by red fluores-
cence intensity which is consistent with the amount of probe hybridized to the shRNA.
As a negative control a non-transduced graft isolated from a mgR/mgR mouse was used,
which showed almost no fluorescence on the Cy5 channel, accounting for the specificity
of the method (Fig. 26).
Fig. 26: Hairpin AP-1 RNA decoy ODNs are expressed in ex vivo transduced mgR/mgR aortic grafts,
four weeks after vector treatment. RNA F.I.S.H. was performed to show shRNA expression in cryosections of
AAV9SLR treated grafts, 4 weeks after transduction. DAPI staining (blue) was used to visualize nuclei. Red fluores-
cence represents hybridized probe to the target. hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs were detected both in the nucleus and in
the cytoplasm of transduced cells. The scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=4, exemplary images).
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Expression of AP-1 target genes in transduced aortic grafts
In order to demonstrate that AAV9SLR-mediated hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs
delivery in aortic tissue can lead to neutralization of the transcription factor, the mRNA
levels of AP-1 target genes were assessed. As previously reported in patient samples
[94], MMP9 and MCP-1 mRNA levels were significantly increased in the aorta of
mgR/mgR mice which did not receive AAV treatment, as compared to WT controls
(Fig. 27). Similar to the results of in vitro experiments, transduction with AAV9SLR
expressing the mutated form of decoy ODNs had no effect on the analysed genes (Fig.
27). Remarkably, AAV9SLR-mediated generation of hpAP-1 cons RNA decoy ODNs
in aortic grafts led to a significant decrease in both analysed AP-1 target genes.
Fig. 27: AAV9SLR-mediated delivery of hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs significantly decreases AP-1
target genes in ex vivo transduced mgR/mgR aortic grafts. MMP9 and MCP-1 mRNA levels of AAV9SLR trans-
duced aortic grafts were normalised to RPL32 as housekeeping gene and normalized to aortic samples isolated from
age matched wild type mice. (n=6, *** p < 0.001).
MMP2 and MMP9 protein levels in transduced aortic grafts
Having shown a clear and significant effect of AAV9SLR-mediared hpAP-1 consen-
sus RNA decoy ODNs generation on AP-1 target gene expression, the protein levels of
gelatinases were further investigated in transduced tissue. Thus, immunohistochemistry
was performed for assessment of MMP2 and MMP9 in treated grafts. The experiments
revealed that both MMP2 and MMP9 protein levels were significantly increased in non-
treated mgR/mgR thoracic aorta as well as in mutated AAV9SLR transduced grafts in
comparison to control (Fig. 28). In consistence with the mRNA results, a dramatic de-
crease in the expression of both gelatinases was noted in thoracic aortae treated with
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active AAV9SLR expressing hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs. Representative im-
ages and analysis are shown in Fig. 28.
Fig. 28: AAV9SLR-mediated expression of hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs significantly decreases MMP2
and MMP9 protein levels in ex vivo transduced mgR/mgR aortic grafts. Illustrative images of immunohistochem-
istry experiments showing MMP2 and MMP9 immunohistochemsitry (red). DAPI staining (blue) was used to mark
nuclei. Relative mean fluorescence intensity was analysed and normalized to values of the WT control mice. The
scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=6, 20 images analysed/ treatment group, ** p< 0.01).
MMP12 protein level in transduced aortic grafts
MMP12 or macrophage elastase was another target protein investigated in the context of
Marfan syndrome. The importance of MMP12 in the dissection of aortic aneurysm was
previously shown [187]. MMP12 does not only cleave elastin, but also other components
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of the extracellular matrix such as collagen and laminins and hence can be an important
factor in the development of elastin fragmentation noted in Marfan syndrome.
To determine which cell types express MMP12 in aortic tissue isolated from mgR/mgR
mice, co-staining with SMA was performed. Immunohistochemistry analysis showed
that MMP12 was expressed not only by SMCs cells in the media, but also by cells in
the adventitia. (Fig. 29).
Fig. 29: MMP12 protein expression in mgR/mgR aorta. Representative fluorescent images of MMP12 immuno-
histochemistry analysis (red) and SMA (magenta) in Marfan aortic frozen. Overlay with DAPI (blue) and elastin
autofluorescence (green) is shown. Scale bar represents 50 µm. (n=3, exemplary images).
Having shown a high MMP12 protein expression in the thoracic aorta of mgR/mgR
mice, the level of this elastase was evaluated following viral treatment. As shown in
Fig. 30, MMP12 protein level in mgR/mgR mice is remarkably increased in comparison
to WT controls. Moreover, immunohistochemistry experiments proved that AAV9SLR
expressing hpAP-1 consensus but not mutated RNA decoy ODNs caused a significant
2-fold decrease in MMP12 protein levels of mgR/mgR aortic grafts.
MMP activity in transduced aortic grafts
To test whether transduction with AAV9SLR expressing hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy
ODNs has an effect not only on MMP protein level in aortic grafts but also on total MMP
activity, the tissue was treated with the previously used FRET substrate. Cryosections
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Fig. 30: AAV9SLR-mediated delivery of hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs significantly decreases MMP12
protein level in ex vivo transduced grafts. Representative MMP12 (magenta) immunohistochemistry images and
statistical quantification of the mean fluorescence intensity, normalized to the WT control mice. Elastin autofluores-
cence was recorded on the green channel. Scale bar represents 50 µm. (n=6, 20 images analysed/group, ** p< 0.01).
were incubated at 37 °C in Ca2+-containing buffer, to allow substrate degradation and
red fluorescence intensity was measured. A red signal was observed in target SMCs,
but non-specific binding of the substrate to elastin fibers was noted, which could not
be successfully eliminated by washing steps. Therefore, the fluorescent intensity which
does not overlay with the green autofluorescence of elastin fibers was analysed.
Consistent with the MMP immunohistochemistry analysis, this experiment showed that
mgR/mgR aortic frozen sections, as well as AAV9SLR control treated grafts present el-
evated MMP activity in comparison to the wild type cryosections. However, AAV9SLR-
mediated neutralization of AP-1 led to a pregnant decreased MMP activity in SMCs, as
shown in Fig. 31.
Reactive oxygen species generation in transduced aortic grafts
Having previously demonstrated that transduction with AAV9SLR expressing hpAP-1
consensus RNA decoy ODNs has a beneficial effect on IL-1β-induced oxidative stress in
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Fig. 31: AAV9SLR-mediated expression of hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs significantly decrease MMP
activity in ex vivo transduced mgR/mgR aortic grafts. Representative images depicting the fluorescence of cleaved
MMP substrate in aortic cryosections (red). Elastin fibers were detected by imaging the autofluorescence on the green
channel. Nuclei were detected by DAPI staining (blue). The graph shows statistical quantification of relative mean red
fluorescence intensity of the different treatment groups. MMP activity was normalized to the values of WT control
cryosections. Scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=6, 20 images analysed/group, * p< 0.05).
vitro in SMCs, we next investigated if a similar result can be obtained in ex vivo treated
grafts. In situ ROS detection in cryosections using DHE showed a significant decrease
in the amount of superoxide ions following AP-1 neutralization. The cryosections of
wild type aortic tissue showed no DHE fluorescence, as depicted in Fig. 32.
ZO-1 protein level in transduced aortic grafts
Low protein levels of tight junctions such as ZO-1 (zonula occludens-1) in endothe-
lial cells was shown to be related to aneurysm formation. Moreover, a decrease in the
number of tight junctions is correlated with infiltration of inflammatory cells, especially
monocytes [199]. In accordance with these results, a much higher transduction effi-
ciency of SMCs in aortic grafts of mgR/mgR mice was observed, in comparison to WT
mice, proven by EGFP immunohistochemistry (Fig. 33). Endothelial cells, visualized
by CD31 staining, were transduced efficiently in both mgR/mgR and WT mice. These
results show an increased permeability of the endothelial cell layer in mgR/mgR mice,
allowing the viral vector to reach the media.
We then wanted to investigate whether the endothelial barrier permeability is caused
by disruption of ZO-1 protein in mgR/mgR aorta. As hypothesised, ZO-1 immunohis-
tochemistry proved a significant 60% decrease in ZO-1 protein level in endothelial cells
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Fig. 32: AAV9SLR-mediated expression of hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs significantly diminishes the
amount of ROS generated in ex vivo transduced mgR/mgR aortic grafts. DHE nuclear fluorescence (red) was
quantified in the indicated treatment groups and normalized to non-treated mgR/mgR DHE mean fluorescence inten-
sity. Scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=6 for mgR/mgR mice, 20 images analysed/group, * p < 0.05).
Fig. 33: Ex vivo transduction of aortic grafts with AAV9SLR-EGFP in wild type and mgR/mgR mice. En-
dothelial cells were labelled using CD31 antibody (red). EGFP immunohistochemistry (magenta) was used to show
successful transduction. DAPI marks nuclei (blue) and elastin autofluorescence (green) was visualized in the green
channel. The scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=3, exemplary images.)
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of mgR/mgR mice, as compared to wild type controls. A co-staining with CD31 anti-
body was used to label endothelial cells specifically, as pictured in Fig. 34. Since ZO-1
Fig. 34: AAV9SLR-mediated expression of hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs significantly increase ZO-1 protein level
in ex vivo transduced mgR/mgR aortic grafts. Representative images showing ZO-1 immunohistochemistry in WT
as well as mgR/mgR mice. CD31 (green) and ZO-1 (red) overlay was performed to assess ZO-1 protein expression in
endothelial cells. The graph represents the statistical quantification of fluorescence images. The scale bar represents
75 µm. (n=3 for WT mice, n=6 for mgR/mgR mice, 20 images were analysed/group, * p < 0.05).
protein level is downregulated by oxidative stress [165] and is a substrate for MMPs
[199], the next question was whether ZO-1 protein level can be restored in endothelial
cells following AAV9SLR-mediated AP-1 neutralization. The results show that indeed,
generation of hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs by AAV9SLR transduction in aortic grafts led
to a marked increase in ZO-1 protein level as compared to controls (Fig. 34).
Monocyte infiltration into the thoracic aorta
The pro-inflammatory component of Marfan syndrome has already been well estab-
lished [164]. The thoracic aorta of Marfan patients, as well as mgR/mgR mice present
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a strong infiltration of monocytes and T cells, which secrete MMPs and in turn con-
tribute to formation of elastin breaks. After having found that treatment with the de-
signed AAV9SLR expressing hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs can significantly
downregulate MCP-1 which acts as a chemoattractant for inflammatory cells, it was hy-
pothesized that in transduced grafts the level of macrophages is also reduced.
For this purpose, F4/80 immunohistochemsitry was performed and macrophage density
in aortic grafts was analysed. As previously reported, [164] most of the macrophages
were detected in the adventitia of mgR/mgR mice, whereas the sections of WT mice
presented no inflammatory cells (Fig. 35). The density of F4/80 positive cells was not
affected by treatment with control AAV9SLR, while transduction with AAV9SLR ex-
pressing hpAP-1 cons RNA decoy ODNs resulted in a significant 38% decrease in the
infiltration of macrophages.
Fig. 35: AAV9SLR-mediated expression of hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs significantly decrease the macrophage
infiltration in the adventitia of ex vivo transduced thoracic aortae. Representative images showing F4/80 im-
munohistochemistry (red), used to mark macrophages. Elastin autofluorescence was recorded in the green channel
and DAPI (blue) was used to mark cell nuclei. The graph shows relative macrophage density in the adventitia, nor-
malized to WT control counts. The scale bar represents 50 µm. (n=6, 20 images analysed/group, ** < 0.01).
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Effect of AAV9SLR-mediated decoy ODNs expression on aortic elastolysis
To explore the effect of AAV9SLR-mediated hpAP-1 RNA consensus decoy ODNs gen-
eration on elastin architecture of aortic mgR/mgR grafts, elastic van Gieson staining was
carried out and the degree of fragmentation was measured. As a read-out, the number
of islands of damage was counted, as previosly described [132]. An island of damage
was considered as a defined area where an elastin break can be detected, surrounded by
conjective tissue.
In non-treated as well as in AAV9SLR control transduced mgR/mgR cryosections, a
high number of islands of damage was observed. On the other hand, grafts treated with
AAV9SLR expressing hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs showed a significant de-
crease in the occurrence of islands of damage. These findings show that AAV9SLR-
mediated AP-1 neutralization can inhibit elastin loss in mgR/mgR mice and therefore
stabilize the aortic aneurysms dissection, which is a characteristic feature of Marfan
syndrome.
Fig. 36: AAV9SLR-mediated expression of hpAP-1 consensus RNA decoy ODNs significantly improve elastic
fiber structure in ex vivo transduced mgR/mgR thoracic aortae. Representative images of elastin van Gieson
histologic stainings and statistical quantification of the frequency of islands of damage per field of view, shown by
black arrows. Scale bar represents 50 µm. (n=6 for mgR/mgR mice, 30 images analysed/group, *** p< 0.001).
Activation of KLF4 in aortae of mgR/mgR mice
Other transcription factors besides AP-1 could play major roles in aortic aneurysm for-
mation and dissection in Marfan syndrome. One candidate which was described in liter-
ature is KLF4 [196]. In order to determine the activation pattern of KLF4 (Kruppel-like
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factor 4) in aortic frozen sections isolated from mgR/mgR mice, imuunohistochemistry
using a specific antibody was performed. Following DAPI staining, the percentage of
positive cells was calculated. The quantification shows a clear increase in KLF positive
nuclei in mgR/mgR mice as compared to wild type aortae, as demonstrated in Fig. 37.
Fig. 37: KLF4 nuclear translocation is increased in mgR/mgR aorta. Representative images showing KLF4
immunohistochemistry (red) and DAPI (blue). The statistical quantification of the percentage of KLF4 positive nuclei
in the two groups is shown. Scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=3, 12 images analysed/group, *** p< 0.001).
5.3 Heart hypertrophy project
5.3.1 ”Naked” hpNFAT decoy ODNs uptake by cardiomyocytes
First, cardiomyocyte ability to take up hpNFAT decoy ODNs was analysed. For this pur-
pose, HL-1 cells, neonatal as well as adult cardiomyocytes were treated with Atto-590
labelled hp decoy ODNs at a final concentration of 10 µmol/L in complete Claycomb
medium. After 2 h, cells were fixed with PFA and the membranes were marked using
WGA. Confocal images show that hpNFAT decoy ODNs can be efficiently taken up
without any auxiliary means by cardiomyocytes. Red fluorescence was detected in the
nuclei, as well as in the cytoplasm, as depicted in Fig. 38.
Next, the effect of Lipofectamine-mediated decoy ODN delivery in HL-1 cells was ad-
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Fig. 38: Hairpin NFAT decoy ODNs are taken up by cardiomyocytes without auxilliary means. (A) Represen-
tative images of cardiomyocytes treated with Atto590-hpNFAT decoy ODNs (red) for 2 h and stained with WGA
(green). DAPI (blue) was used to mark cell nuclei. (B) Three dimensional reconstruction of Z-stack confocal images
showing nuclear and cytoplasmic localization of the decoy ODNs. The scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=4, exemplary
images).
dressed. Atto-590 labelled hpNFAT decoy ODNs were incubated with the transfection
reagent prior to addition to cell culture medium and the localization of red fluorescent
signal was assessed. As shown in Fig. 39, the efficiency of uptake through direct appli-
cation of the ”naked” decoy ODNs was significantly higher than the efficacy obtained
using the liposomal reagent. Consequently, for the next experiments no transfection
reagents were used for hpNFAT decoy ODNs delivery in cardiomyocytes.
5.3.2 ”Naked” hpNFAT decoy ODNs effect on cardiomyocyte hypertrophy
Fetal gene program
Having proven that decoy ODNs can be taken up by HL-1 cells and primary cardiomy-
ocytes, the next aim was to analyse the effect of NFAT1-4 neutralization on ET-1 in-
duced hypertrophy. Cells were treated with the active hpNFAT consensus decoy ODNs,
as well as control hpNFAT mutated decoy ODNs for 2 h after serum deprivation and
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Fig. 39: Lipofectamine-based transfection does not improve hpNFAT decoy ODNs uptake by HL-1 cells. Rep-
resentative images of Atto-590 labelled hpNFAT decoy ODNs (red) transfection with and without Lipofectamine.
Membranes were stained with WGA, visualized on the green channel. The graph summarises statistical quantifica-
tion of mean red fluorescence intensity of images in the two treatment groups. The scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=4,
20 images analysed/group, ** p< 0.01).
stimulated with 100 nmol/L ET-1 for 24 h. As a read-out, expression of fetal genes ANP
and BNP was analysed. In addition, BNP protein levels in the supernatant and in HL-1
cell lysates were measured.
As expected, exposure to ET-1 for 24 h led to an increase in fetal gene expression (Fig.
40A). NFAT1-4 neutralization by hpNFAT consensus decoy ODNs application prior to
stimulation decreased the expression of the two analysed pro-hypertrophic genes. On
the other hand, application of the inactive hp NFAT mutated decoy ODNs had no effect
on the investigated genes, as shown in Fig. 40A.
Similar to the mRNA results, a significant increase in BNP protein level was detected
by ELISA follwing 24 h ET-1 stimulation, as compared to control, while hpNFAT cons
decoy ODNs supplementation prior to ET-1 stimulation normalized BNP concentration
to the basal level, both in cell lysates and in supernatant. No significant effect on BNP
protein was observed in hpNFAT mutated decoy ODNs treated HL-1 cells, as depicted
in Fig. 40B.
Given the clear effect of the hpNFAT consensus decoy ODNs on ET-1 induced pro-
hypertrophic markers in HL-1 cell line, its efficiency in primary cardiomyocytes was
further investigated. For this purpose, isolated murine primary neonatal cardiomyocytes
were used. Comparable to the previous results, ET-1 induced a significant re-activation
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Fig. 40: Hairpin NFAT consensus decoy ODNs decrease ET-1 induced fetal gene program in HL-1 cells. (A)
mRNA levels of ANP and BNP were analysed in HL-1 cardiomyocytes as markers of ET-1 (100 nmol/L) induced
hypertrophic response. Gene expression was normalizeed to RPL32 as a housekeeping gene. (B) BNP protein levels
were measured in HL-1 cells supernatants and lysates using ELISA and reported to the concentration measured in
non-stimulated control cells. (n=4, * p< 0.05).
of the fetal gene program, which was abolished with hpNFAT cons decoy ODNs sup-
plementation in the medium 2 h before ET-1 stimulation, as depicted in Fig. 41.
Protein translation level
Hypertrophic growth of cardiomyocytes is accompanied by an increased rate of total
protein translation rate [83]. Therefore, the effect of hpNFAT decoy ODNs on this pa-
rameter was investigated by employing the non-radioactive SUnSET assay. First, HL-1
cells were treated with increasing concentrations of puromycin, ranging from 0.1 to 100
µmol/L in order to determine the optimal concentration of the compound to be further
used. Using high amounts of puromycin (> 50 µmol/L), a significant decrease in viable
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Fig. 41: Hairpin NFAT consensus decoy ODNs decrease fetal gene program in neonatal cardiomyocytes. Sta-
tistical quantification of ANP and BNP mRNA levels in neonatal cardiomyocytes in the indicated treatment groups.
RPL32 was used for gene expression normalization and non-stimulated HL-1 cells served as a control. (n=4, * p<
0.05.)
cells was observed, as proven by Alamar Blue assay (data not shown). On the other
hand, when less than 1 µmol/L puromycin was added to the medium, low fluorescent
signal was detected following anti-puromycin immunocytochemistry. Consequently, 10
µmol/L puromycin was chosen for subsequent experiments.
HL-1 cells were treated with hpNFAT decoy ODNs for 2 h in serum-free medium and
stimulated with ET-1 for 24 h. Afterwards, cardiomyocytes were subjected to puromycin
treatment and the amount of nascent proteins was detected by immunofluorescence
methods using a specific anti-puromycin antibody.
Exposure of HL-1 cardiomyocytes to the pro-hypertrophic stimulus ET-1 in serum-free
medium led to a significant increase in protein translation level, as shown in Fig. 42.
Pre-incubation with hpNFAT conensus decoy ODNs triggered a significant decrease of
ET-1 induced protein translation rate, while the hpNFAT mutated decoy ODNs had no
effect. Taken together, these results demonstrate that hpNFAT consensus decoy ODNs
reduce ET-1 induced HL-1 cells hypertrophy by decreasing the fetal gene program, and
additionally affecting cellular metabolism characteristic for hypertrophic growth.
5.3.3 AAV6 effect on cardiomyocyte hypertrophy
Fetal gene program
After having demonstrated that hpNFAT consensus decoy ODNs can attenuate the hy-
pertrophic changes induced by ET-1, the next aim was to investigate whether the same
effect can be achieved by expression of hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs through AAV6
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Fig. 42: Hairpin NFAT consensus decoy ODNs decrease the level of total protein translation in HL-1 cells.
Representative images showing anti puromycin immunocytochemistry in different treatment groups. A Cy5 labelled
secondary antibody (red) was used and nuclei were marked by DAPI staining (blue). The graph summarizes the
statistical quantification of mean red fluorescence intensity in the indicated treatment groups. (n=4, 20 images anal-
ysed/tretament group, ** p< 0.01)
transduction. Therefore, AAV6 generating hpNFAT consensus as well as mutated RNA
decoy ODNs were produced. Using AAV6 at MOI=105 vp/cell, the transduction effi-
ciency measured as EGFP positive cells by fluorescence microscopy was determined to
be 80% in HL-1 cells. In addition, cell viability after transduction was not influenced
by AAV6 treatment, as indicated by Alamar Blue assay (data not shown). Three days
after vector treatment, HL-1 cells were stimulated with ET-1 100 nmol/L for 24 h after
serum-deprivation.
The results of gene expression analysis show that AAV6 expressing hpNFAT consensus
RNA decoy ODNs markedly reduced the expression of fetal gene program represented
by ANP and BNP almost to basal level, as shown in Fig. 43. In a similar manner, BNP
protein level in HL-1 cells supernatant was significantly downregulated after transduc-
tion with hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs producing AAV6. The control AAV6
expressing a mutated form of the RNA decoy ODNs had no effect, neither on the anal-
ysed genes nor on BNP protein level (Fig. 43).
Protein translation level
The effect of AAV6-mediated hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs delivery on ET-1 induced
protein translation level was further analysed by SUnSET assay as measured before in
Chapter 5.3.2. For this purpose, AAV6 transduced cells were treated with puromycin
after 24 h ET-1 stimulation. The analyses of confocal fluorescence images following
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Fig. 43: AAV6-mediated delivery of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs decreases ET-1 induced fetal gene
program in HL-1 cells. A. Fetal genes ANP and BNP was analysed on mRNA level in AAV6 transduced HL-1
cardiomyocytes. The analysis was made using RPL32 as a housekeeping gene for mRNA expression analysis. (n=5,
* p< 0.05, ** p< 0.01). B. BNP protein level in cardiomyocyte supernatants was measured using ELISA and values
were normalized to the BNP concentration of non-stimulated control cells. (n=4, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01).
immunostaining with anti-puromycin antibody confirmed, similarly to previous exper-
iments, that ET-1 application caused a pronounced increase in total protein translation
rate as compared to non-stimulated control. On the other hand, NFAT1-4 neutraliza-
tion caused a significant reduction in the rate of protein translation. Treatment with the
control mutated AAV6 did not affect this parameter, as shown in Fig. 44.
5.3.4 NFAT5 activation in the presence of hp decoy ODNs
The designed hpNFAT decoy ODNs has high specificity to NFAT1, NFAT2, NFAT3 and
NFAT4, but does not neutralize NFAT5 due to its different binding matrix. NFAT5 is a
critical transcription factor for heart development and response to hyperosmotic stress.
Consequently, knockout of this transcription factor causes embryonic lethality and ab-
normal cardiomyocyte function [127]. Moreover, hearts isolated from NFAT5 knock-out
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Fig. 44: AAV6-mediated expression of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs decrease ET-1 induced protein
translation rate. Representative confocal images showing anti-puromycin staining (red) in HL-1 cells. A Cy5 la-
belled secondary antibody (red) was used in the present experiment. Nuclei were labelled with DAPI (blue). The
graph represents the statistical summary of mean red fluorescence intensity of indicated treatment groups. Non-
stimulated cells served as controls. Scale bar represents 10 µm. (n=4, 20 images were quantified/group, ** p<0.001).
embryos present with decreased cardiomyocyte density and extreme thinning of the ven-
tricular wall [127].
Taking into account the major role of this transcription factor in cardiomyocyte physi-
ology, the expression and activation of NFAT5 in the presence of NFAT1-4 neutralizing
”naked” hp decoy ODNs as well as RNA decoy ODNs delivered through AAV6 trans-
duction was further addressed. For this purpose, HL-1 cells were treated with the hpN-
FAT decoy ODNs or transduced with AAV6 expressing hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs and
afterwards subjected to hyperosmotic stress induced by LiCl 100 mmol/L treatment.
As expected, the analysis of immunofluorescence images showed a dramatic close to 5-
fold increase in nuclear NFAT5 translocation in response to LiCl treatment (Fig. 45A).
Moreover, the results demonstrate that neither hpNFAT decoy ODNs treatment, nor
transduction with the designed AAV6 had an effect on NFAT5 activation, as depicted in
the quantification of NFAT5 positive nuclei in Fig. 45A.
To further support these data, the mRNA levels of NFAT5 target genes SMIT and HSP70
were analysed. qPCR analysis revealed a significant increase the mRNA levels of both
investigated genes following LiCl exposure, which was not affected by NFAT decoy
ODNs pre-treatment or AAV6 transduction, as shown in Fig. 45B.
These data demonstrate that NFAT5 nuclear translocation and function is not impaired
by the hpNFAT decoy ODNs or hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs.
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Fig. 45: Hairpin NFAT consensus decoy ODNs do not affect NFAT5 translocation and function under hypos-
motic stress induced by LiCl treatment. (A) Analysis of NFAT5 distribution in HL-1 cells subjected to hypertonic
stress (100 mmol/L LiCl). The graph shows statistical quantification of NFAT5 (red) positive nuclei, marked using
DAPI (blue) staining. Scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=4, 20 images analysed/group, *** p<0.001).(B) Gene expres-
sion analysis of NFAT5 target genes SMIT (sodium/myo-inositol cotransporter) and HSP70 (heat shock protein 70).
RPL32 was used as a housekeeping gene and the measurements were normalized to the control non-treated cells.
(n=4, ** p<0.01).
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5.3.5 In vivo hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs effect
The in vitro experiments indicate reduced ET-1 induced hypertrophic response of car-
diomyocytes treated with both hpNFAT consensus decoy ODNs and AAV6 expressing
hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs. In order to prove the in vivo efficiency of the
designed AAV, heart hypertrophy was induced by transverse aortic constriction (TAC)
The surgery was performed by Theresa Ruf and Lin Ding, Internal Medicine III, Clinic
for Cardiology, Angiology and Pneumology, University Clinic Heidelberg. AAV9 was
previously shown to be the most effective virus serotype to transduce cardiomyocytes
in vivo following systemic tail-vein injection [95]. Hence, the delivery of hpNFAT RNA
decoy ODNs was made by using this virus serotype (1012 genomic particles/mouse) 2
weeks before surgery, in order to allow the generation of RNA decoy ODNs into the tis-
sue. The survival rate after TAC was 95% (19 surviving mice out of 20). One mouse in
the control AAV9 injected group lost a significant amount of weight, developed drastic
dilated heart failure with extremely low ejection fraction (20%) and died 5 weeks after
surgery.
EGFP and RNA decoy ODNs expression after transduction
Successful cardiomyocyte transduction by AAV9 was demonstrated employing EGFP
immunohistochemistry 2 weeks after injection. As shown in Fig. 46A, EGFP protein
was detected in the myocardium of both AAV9-injected groups, while control PBS
treated mice did not present any EGFP signal in cardiomyocytes. These data suggest that
cardiomyocyte transduction can be achieved by systemic tail-vein injection of AAV9.
The next aim was the detection of hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs in the cardiomycytes
of AAV9 injected animals. Hence, 5 µm heart frozen sections were subjected to RNA
F.I.S.H. The detection of shRNAs was carried out using a molecular beacon with com-
plementary sequence of the decoy ODNs and which emits red fluorescence when bound
to the target. As a control, heart cryosections of PBS-injected mice were used. As pre-
sented in Fig. 46B, hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs were expressed in the tissue isolated
from AAV9 injected mice, while samples of PBS treated mice presented no fluores-
cence signal.
Effect of AAV9 injection on heart function
Having determined that AAV9 systemic application leads to cardiomyocyte transduction
and subsequently to hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs production, its effect on heart function
was further investigated.
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Fig. 46: Transduction efficiency of cardiomyocytes of AAV9 injected mice, 2 weeks after virus injection. (A)
Representative images showing EGFP immunohistochemistry (green) performed in heart cryosections. (B) Detec-
tion of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs in heart cryosections by F.I.S.H. Red fluorescence corresponds to
hybridization of the probe to the target and proves the generation of decoy ODNs. Scale bar represents 10 µm. (n=3
for PBS injected mice, n=8 for AAV9 injected groups, exemplary pictures).
Echocardiography was performed 2 weeks after AAV9 injection, to analyse the effect of
the designed AAV9 before TAC-induced heart hypertrophy. As shown in Fig. 47, AAV9
expressing neither hpNFAT consensus, not mutated RNA decoy ODNs had any effect
on the ejection fraction at baseline. Consistently, no differences were observed in the
calculated LV mass values.
Having established that AAV9 expressing hpNFAT decoy ODNs does not affect heart
function on the basal level, TAC was performed in AAV9 injected mice and the effect
of NFAT1-4 neutralization in this heart hypertrophy model was analysed. Mice were
sacrificed 6 weeks after surgery.
Since a high variation of body weight was observed between groups (Fig. 49), the ratio
heart weight/tibia length (HW/TL) was used as an established readout for myocardial
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Fig. 47: Echocardiographic assessment of heart function in AAV9 injected mice prior to hypertrophy induction
by TAC. Representative M-mode echocardiograms and analysis of ejection fraction as a functional cardiac parameter
and LV mass on basal level. EF: ejection fraction; LV: left ventricle. (n=3 for PBS injected group, n=8 for AAV9
injected groups).
hypertrophic growth [206]. The measurements showed that AAV9 mediated hpNFAT
consensus RNA decoy ODNs expression significantly reduced left ventricular hypertro-
phy (HW/TL) as compared to PBS treated group, while the mutated control AAV9 had
no effect. Moreover, heart failure induced lung edema was analysed. In accordance to
HW/TL measurements, the results prove a dramatic improvement of this parameter by
a significant decrease in the group treated with AAV9 expressing hpNFAT consensus
RNA decoy ODNs,as compared to controls (Fig. 48A).
Follow-up echocardiography showed as well an amelioration of heart function param-
eters after NFAT1-4 neutralization by RNA decoy ODNs. As expected, stenosis of the
transverse aorta by surgery led to a significant increase in LV mass. Correspondingly,
heart function severely deteriorated, as demonstrated by a dramatic decrease in EF, as
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Fig. 48: AAV9-mediated generation of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs decreases TAC-induced heart
hypertrophy (A) The graphs summarize the statistical quantification of markers of heart hypertrophy (HW/TL)
and heart failure (LW/TL). The pictures on the left show gross morphology of the different AAV9 injected groups
after TAC. (n=3 for PBS injected group, n=8 for AAV9 injected groups, ** p<0.01). (B) Representative M-mode
echocardiograms of control mice and of animals subjected to TAC. On the right, the graphs present statistical analysis
of calculated LV (left ventricle) mass and EF (ejection fraction). (n=3 for PBS injected group, n=8 for AAV9 injected
groups ** p<0.01; HW: heart weight, TL: tibia length, LW: lung weight, LV: left ventricle, EF: ejection fraction).
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Fig. 49: Mice body weight measurements before and after TAC surgery. (n=3 for PBS injected group, n=8 for
AAV9 injected groups)
compared to pre-TAC values. However, the injection of AAV9 expressing hpNFAT con-
sensus RNA decoy ODNs, but not the mutated control had a beneficial effect on both
LV mass and EF (Fig. 48). Thus, echocardiographic measurements confirm that hpN-
FAT cons RNA decoy ODNs can successfully improve cardiac performance 6 weeks
post TAC.
5.3.6 Effect of AAV9 injection on phospholamban phosphorylation status
Phospholamban (PLN) is an important regulator of cardiac contractility and inhibits
SERCA Ca2+ release. Under pathological stress conditions, PLN is phosphorylated by
protein kinase A (PKA) at serine 16 (Ser16) [62]. Hence, the phosphorylation status of
PLN was further addressed in protein extracts isolated from AAV9 transduced hearts,
using Western blot analysis. As a measure of protein load Ponceau staining was used,
due to the different expression of commonly used internal controls in diseased cardiac
tissue, as previously described [54].
The quantification of Western Blot results (Fig. 50) indicates that AAV9 expressing
hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs significantly decreased the phosphorylation state
of PLN by 72% in comparison to the PBS treatment. As in the previous experiments,
the control AAV9 injection prior to TAC had no effect on the level of phosphorylated
PLN.
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Fig. 50: AAV9-mediated expression of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs decreases the phosphorylation
level of PLN (Ser16) in heart tissue. Western blot analysis using a specific antibody that recognises the phosphory-
lated PLN at Ser16. Ponceau staining was used as a loading control. (n=3, ** p<0.01).
Effect of AAV9 injection on fetal gene program
Next, the effect of AAV9 injection on pro-hypertrophic markers ANP, BNP and RCAN-1
was examined. As expected, 6 weeks of pressure overload induced a significant increase
in the expression of fetal genes in the myocardium, as compared to sham-operated
group. Notably, AAV9-mediated delivery of hpNFAT cons RNA decoy ODNs prior to
TAC could significantly decrease the mRNA levels of the three analysed genes. (Fig.
51A).
In addition, BNP protein level was measured in the heart tissue, as well as in plasma
isolated from treated mice by ELISA. Remarkably, prophylactic injection of AAV9 ex-
pressing hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs significantly reduced BNP plasma level
as shown in Fig. 51B. The control AAV9 had no effect in this context. Similarly, BNP
protein level in plasma isolated from mice subjected to TAC was shown to be 3-fold
diminished in the group which received gene therapy.
Effect of AAV9 injection on cardiac fibrosis
Fibrosis is a hallmark of heart failure and is associated with collagen deposition, con-
tributing to impairment of heart function. It was previously shown that fibrosis is another
factor that leads to TAC-induced cardiac pathology [225].
At first, fibrosis markers were analysed on mRNA level in heart tissue. The results con-
firmed a significant increase in mRNA levels of fibrosis markers collagen-3, TGF-β and
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Fig. 51: AAV9-mediated delivery of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs into the myocardium decreases the
expression of TAC-induced pro-hypertrophic markers. (A) Gene expression analysis of ANP, BNP and RCAN-1
in the heart tissue, using RPL32 as a housekeeping gene. Values were normalized to sham-operated mice as control.
(B) BNP protein level was measured by ELISA in plasma and heart protein extracts. (n=3 for sham and PBS injected
groups, n=8 for AAV9 injected groups, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01)
CTGF in the hearts of mice subjected to TAC and injected with PBS (Fig. 52A). How-
ever, when mice were injected with AAV9 expressing hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy
ODNs prior to TAC, a significant decrease in remodelling-associated genes were ob-
served, as demonstrated in Fig. 52A.
Next, collagen deposition was analysed by Masson’s Trichrome staining in heart sec-
tions. Fibrosis was observed to be associated with blood vessels (perivascular fibrosis),
but interstitial fibrosis in between cardiomyocytes was as well noted in myocardium of
TAC-treated animals.
The results prove intense fibrosis in hearts isolated from PBS and AAV9 control injected
mice, while AAV-mediated NFAT1-4 neutralization prior to in vivo hypertrophy induc-
tion significantly reduced the area of collagen deposition, as depicted in Fig. 52B. These
data support the gene expression analysis, proving the beneficial effect of AAV9 medi-
ated hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs on collagen deposition in the myocardium
of mice subjected to TAC.
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Fig. 52: AAV9-mediated delivery of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs into the myocardium decreases
fibrosis markers in heart sections. (A) mRNA levels of fibrosis markers collagen 3, TGF-β and CTGF in cardiac
tissue. Gene expression was normalized to RPL32 as a housekeeping gene (n=3 for sham and PBS injected groups,
n=8 for AAV9 injected groups, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01). (B) Representative left ventricular cross sections revealing
perivascular and interstitial fibrosis. The graphs present the statistical quantification of the percentage of fibrosis
(blue area) in myocardium of mice of different treatment groups. Scale bar represents 20 µm. (n=3 for sham and PBS
injected groups, n=8 for AAV9 injected groups, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01).
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Effect of AAV9 injection on β-MHC protein level
Heart hypertrophy is characterized by re-activation of the β isoform of the myosin heavy
chain, which is expressed under normal conditions in the late stages of embryonic de-
velopment [167]. Therefore, the relative amount of this protein was analysed as an addi-
tional marker of hypertrophic response in the 3 different treatment groups. Immunohis-
tochemical analysis demonstrated that PBS, as well as the control AAV9 injected mice
re-expressed β-MHC in cardiomyocytes, as depicted in Fig. 53, whileAAV9-mediated
hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs expression significantly reduced the levels of this protein
with 49± 9% as compared to the control.
Fig. 53: AAV9-mediated delivery of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs into the myocardium reduces β-
MHC protein level. Representative images depicting β-MHC immunohistochemistry (red) in heart cryosections.
Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). The graph shows the statistical summary of the quantification of mean red
fluorescence intensity in different treatment groups. The scale bar represents 10 µm. (n=3 for PBS injected groups,
n=8 for AAV9 injected groups, 20 images analysed/group. *** p<0.001)
5.3.7 Effect of AAV9 injection on protein translation rate
Cardiomyocyte hypertrophy involves an accelerated protein translation rate which can
be determined, as shown in the in vitro experiments, by using the non-radioactive SUn-
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SET assay. This method was further applied for the detection of total protein translation
level in heart tissues of different treatment groups.
Analysis of confocal images revealed a dramatic decrease in mean fluorescence intensity
of the cryosections of mice injected with AAV9 expressing hpNFAT consensus RNA de-
coy ODNs (Fig. 54). As in previous experiments, the control AAV9 had no influence on
the rate of protein translation.
Fig. 54: AAV9-mediated delivery of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs decreases the rate of protein trans-
lation. Representative images of anti-puromycin immunohistochemistry (red) which correlates with the total protein
translation rate. The graph depicts the quantification of mean red fluorescence intensity of confocal images in differ-
ent treatment groups. Scale bar represents 20 µm. (n=3 for PBS injected groups, n=8 for AAV9 injected groups, 20
images analysed/group. *** p<0.001).
5.3.8 Effect of AAV9 injection on cardiomyocyte size
Next, cardiomyocyte hypertrophy was addressed directly by measuring cell size. In this
respect, 5 µm thick frozen sections were treated with WGA to label specifically cell
membranes. Prior to staining, cardiomyocyte orientation was analysed. Both long and
short axis were considered for quantification, to have a two dimensional assessment of
cell size. The results clearly confirm that AAV9-mediated hpNFAT consensus RNA de-
coy ODNs expression can normalize cardiomyocyte size in TAC-subjected mice. Cells
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were significantly smaller than cardiomyocytes in the control groups in both width and
length. Injection with AAV9 expressing the mutated control RNA had no effect on car-
diomyocyte size, as shown in Fig. 55.
To further confirm cell size measurements, hematoxilin-eosin staining was performed
Fig. 55: AAV9-mediated delivery of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs decreases cardiomyocyte dimen-
sions. Representative images of WGA stainings (red), labeling cell membranes of cells in short and long axis. Car-
diomyocyte width and length were analysed using ImageJ. Scale bar represents 20 µm. (n=3 for PBS injected groups,
n=8 for AAV9 injected groups, 20 images analysed/group, *** p< 0.001).
and relative cardiomyocyte area was analysed. As expected, TAC induced a signifi-
cant increase in cell area as compared to sham operated mice (Fig. 56). Moreover, the
changes in left ventricular wall dimensions, assessed by echocardiography were vali-
dated by this technique, as an increased left ventricular wall thickness was observed
following TAC (Fig. 56). However, injection of AAV9 expressing hpNFAT consensus
RNA decoy ODNs two weeks before TAC had a favourable effect on heart architecture,
as proven in decreased left ventricular wall thickness and reduced cardiomyocyte size
as compared to the controls (Fig. 56).
5.3.9 Effect of AAV9 injection on T-tubule organization
In healthy cardiomyocytes, the T-tubule system is highly organized, with regular spacing
distance of approximately 2 µm, which is essential for excitation-contraction coupling.
It was previously shown that T-tubule remodelling accompanies the transition from heart
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Fig. 56: AAV9-mediated delivery of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs reduces left ventricular and car-
diomyocyte size. Representative images of H&E stainings of heart sections after TAC, as well as sham operated
control mice. The graph shows relative cell area calculated using ImageJ. Values were normalized to the sham group.
Scale bar represents 10 µm. (n=3 for PBS injected groups, n=8 for AAV9 injected groups, 15 images analysed/group,
*** p< 0.001).
hypertrophy to heart failure, and this process was observed in various models of pres-
sure overload [215]. Therefore, the next aim was to determine whether prophylactic
AAV9-mediated NFAT1-4 neutralization can prevent the pathological reorganization of
the T-tubules which precedes heart failure.
As expected, TAC led to a dramatic decrease in T-tubule regularity and density in
cardiomyocytes, as shown in Fig. 57. Similarly, the control AAV9 injected mice pre-
sented with a disrupted T-tubule system. AAV9-mediated hpNFAT consensus RNA de-
coy ODNs expression in cardiomyocytes led to a regular occurrence of T-tubules, as
shown by plotting the fluorescence intensity profile of WGA staining, depicted in Fig.
57A. T-tubule frequency was then analysed by already established regularity markers
T-index, tubularization percentage and T-power. T-index was defined as the percentage
of T-tubule area in cardiomyocytes. Cells presenting T-index above 2 were considered
tubular, and the percentage of tubulated myocytes was further analysed (percentage
tubularization). T-power was considered to be the frequency at which the 2 µm regu-
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lar T-tubule pattern is observed, and was calculated by plotting the power spectrum of
Fourier transformed images (Fig. 57 C). The results of the analysis of these parameters
show a significant increase in T-index, percentage of tubular cells and T-power in car-
diomyocytes of mice receiving gene therapy.
These observations conclude that T-tubule network organization can be rescued by
NFAT1-4 neutralization in the context of TAC-induced left ventricular dysfunction.
Moreover, these results support the conclusions of previous experiments, suggesting
the beneficial effect of the designed AAV9 expressing hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy
ODNs on heart hypertrophy and heart failure in vivo.
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Fig. 57: AAV9-mediated delivery of hpNFAT consensus RNA decoy ODNs improves T-tubule organization in
cardiomyocytes. (A) Representative images of WGA stainings (red) of myocardium cryosections. Note, that the
high red fluorescence background observed in confocal images of the stained tissue next to cell membrane is due
to fibrotic areas around cardiomyocytes. (B) Plot profile of WGA stainings showing the regularity of the T-tubule
system. (C) Statistical quantification of T-index, percentage of tubulated cells and T-power. The graphs on the right
represent the plots obtained after Fourier transformation, showing the frequency of T-tubules at different distances.
Scale bar represents 25 µm. (n=3 for PBS injected groups, n=8 for AAV9 injected groups, 30 images were taken/
group with different magnifications, *** p< 0.001).
6Disussion
6.1 Marfan syndrome
6.1.1 Clinical importance
The main mortality risk of patients suffering from Marfan syndrome is thoracic aortic
aneurysm formation and dissection. Current treatment options such as β-blockers or
aortic root replacement offer only a temporary solution to this cardiovascular compli-
cation and do not provide a long-term treatment. Additionally, conflicting results were
published regarding the benefit of β-blockers on the survival rate of the patients [70].
Furthermore, a trend but not a significant beneficial effect on thoracic diameter was
shown by β-blocker therapy in children and adolescents with Marfan syndrome [67].
Prevastin, a HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor was shown to reduce aortic dilatation in a
mouse model for Marfan syndrome by downregulating MMP expression in the aortic
wall [132]. It has been recently shown that losartan, an angiotensin II type 1 receptor
blocker can be successful in improving, but not fully normalising the architecture of
the elastic fibres in the aorta of mgR/mgR mice [80]. However, when losartan was ad-
ministered to patients suffering of Marfan syndrome, the observed benefits could not be
reproduced for all types of fibrillin-1 mutations [63]. Therefore, the need for a therapeu-
tic strategy for Marfan syndrome is still actual.
The approach investigated in this study provides the possibility to achieve a long term
delivery of the AP-1 decoy ODNs in aortic smooth muscle cells, which can be trans-
lated into a new therapy for prevention of aortic aneurysm formation and dissection
in patients suffering from Marfan syndrome. Moreover, the current study supports the
central role of AP-1 in the development of aortic aneurysms in the context of Marfan
syndrome.
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6.1.2 The role of AP-1 in aortic aneurysm dissection
Defective fibrillin-1 protein leads to the pathological phenotype of Marfan syndrome,
through dysfunctional TGF-β signalling [149], mechanism explained in detail in the
Introduction. By using the mgR/mgR mouse model for this disease [183], the criti-
cal pathways of elastin fragmentation in the aortic wall have been revealed [156]. It
was previously shown that mgR/mgR mice present with severe elastolysis in both tho-
racic and abdominal aorta and are affected by thoracic aneurysm rupture, which limits
their lifespan [183]. The mice show increased MMP activation, inflammatory cells re-
cruitment and elastin degradation, which are typical events that lead to aortic dilatation
[21, 183, 156].
The role of MMPs in the progression of aortic aneurysm development in the context
of Marfan syndrome has already been established [35, 34, 94]. MMPs degrade a high
variety of extracellular matrix components, such as collagens, elastin, fibronectin and
gelatine [190] and consequently lower the stability of the aortic wall. Additionally, aor-
tic samples isolated from Marfan patients were proven to contain highly active MMP9
and MMP2 [146]. Downregulation of MMPs in mgR/mgR mice by treatment with doxy-
cycline, a non-specific MMP inhibitor increased the life span of Marfan mice and de-
creased the incidence of aneurysm dissections. Moreover, a significant improvement in
the elastic fiber architecture was observed [35]. MMP2 and MMP9 were proven to de-
crease SMCs contractility, increase cell apoptosis and promote elastin fragmentation in
the context of thoracic aneurysm in mgR/mgR mice [34].
The AP-1 transcription factor family has been shown to play a pivotal role in MMP
regulation [11]. In a previous study, a significant increase in AP-1 transcription factor
activity was shown in aortic SMCs isolated from mgR/mgR mice, in comparison to wild
type aortic SMCs [4]. Increased AP-1 nuclear translocation resulted in increased MMP2
and MMP9 protein levels in these cells [4]. AP-1 activity is increased in the presence of
TGF-β [211], which could be one of the reasons for the elevated MMP expression levels
detected in mgR/mgR aorta. Interestingly, losartan was shown to decrease AP-1 activ-
ity, which can be one explanation for its therapeutic effect observed in mgR/mgR mice
[172]. A similar mechanism was noted for statins, which inhibit AP-1 nuclear translo-
cation and downregulate target genes in SMCs and endothelial cells [47].
Taking into account the major role of AP-1 in aortic aneurysm progression through up-
regulating MMP expression as well as inflammatory cytokines [182], the use of a decoy
ODN neutralizing this transcription factor family could be translated into a therapeu-
tic approach for preventing aortic aneurysm dissection, as shown in our previous study
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[4]. Treatment of SMCs as well as aortic grafts with decoy ODNs which neutralize
AP-1 downregulated the expression of MMP9 and MMP2, as well as the gelatinease
activity in the tissue, which was as well observed in the present study. Moreover, a ben-
eficial effect on the elastin structure in mgR/mgR aortic cryosections was noted. These
data suggest the central role of the transcription factor in the vessel wall remodelling,
characteristic for Marfan syndrome. In addition, the results attest the potential of AP-1
decoy ODNs to improve the structure of elastic fibers in the aorta and the possibility of
using this nucleic acid drug preventing aortic dissection that is prototypic for Marfan
syndrome [4].
AP-1 decoy ODNs have already been employed in pre-clinical testing in the treatment
of cardiovascular complications. For example, they were proven effective in decreasing
neointima proliferation in a minipig angioplasty model by reducing ET-1 expression
[20]. Moreover, AP-1 neutralization by means of ex vivo treatment with decoy ODNs
was found to be protective against rejection in an allogenic rat heart transplantation
model [189].
6.1.3 Novelty of the study
The present study provides a novel strategy for preventing aortic dilatation and dissec-
tion in the context of Marfan syndrome by aortic transduction with AAV9SLR [208]
expressing shRNA-based decoy ODNs that neutralize AP-1. The designed AAV vector
causes expression within the target cells of a hpAP-1 decoy ODN as shRNA, under the
control of H1 promoter. The innovation of this concept is the continuous production of
the hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODN in the transduced tissue. Consequently, a single applica-
tion of the AAV vector is enough for the long-term expression of the active compound
in transduced cells, making this a suitable therapeutic approach and constituting an im-
provement to the method published in our previous study [4].
Prior research proves that the intracellular production of transcription factors decoy
ODNs by means of plasmid or viral vectors is a feasible method of decoy ODN de-
livery in cells. By using a ssDNA expression vector, the generation of any ssDNA was
proven possible [31]. Initially, this approach was used in the present study to deliver
hpAP-1 decoy ODNs in SMCs. Although this strategy was shown to be effective in
downregulation of AP-1 target genes (data not shown), the designed vector leads to re-
verse transcriptase translation, which may be a disadvantage for further clinical testing
due to its possible side effects. To overcome this drawback, a new strategy was described
in the literature [226]. The NF-κB transcription factor decoy ODNs were generated as
shRNA and successfully inhibited the expression of downstream genes in vitro [226].
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Nevertheless, in vivo experiments did not show so far the possibility of using this strat-
egy for therapeutic purposes. This study uses of a similar approach, in order to achieve
hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs production in SMCs.
By using in vitro primary aortic SMCs isolated from fibrillin-1 deficient mgR/mgR
mice, as well as in vivo methods, successful decoy ODNs production and AP-1 target
genes downregulation, as well as positive effects on elastin breaks could be shown.
6.1.4 Hairpin AP-1 decoy ODNs delivery
The ability of cultured cells to take up ”naked” decoy ODNs has already been demon-
strated [33]. The main advantage of this approach is that cells can incorporate the de-
coy ODNs without any auxiliary means and rapidly neutralize the transcription fac-
tor. In contrast to the antisense ODNs, which are transfected into cells by endocy-
totic pathway [68], the mechanisms for decoy ODNs uptake are distinct and consist
of carrier-mediated and receptor-mediated delivery [86]. The results of this study prove
that cationic transfection reagents like Lipofectamine3000 do not improve the nuclear
localization of the hpAP-1 decoy ODNs, confirming the already published data [8].
Furthermore, liposomal mediated transfection led mostly to cytosolic localization of the
fluorescent decoy ODNs, which were mostly localized into liposomal complexes. After-
wards, the decoy ODNs are most likely degraded through the lysosomal pathway [66].
In contrast, treatment with ”naked” decoy ODNs led to mostly nuclear delivery of the
active compound and could immediately exert its role in transcription factor neutraliza-
tion.
The suitable method of delivery of decoy ODNs in vivo depends on the targeted organ.
Systemic administration is, in most cases, the preferred method of administration. In-
deed, the systemic application of decoy ODN containing the promoter binding site for
NF-κB, designed to have a ribbon-circular structure to improve stability, was used in a
mouse abdominal aneurysm model. The DNA molecules were detected in the abdom-
inal aortic wall after tail-vein injection, leading to decreased elastin fragmentation and
reduced the gelatinease activity of MMP9 and MMP2 [135]. Nevertheless, the blood
flow in the thoracic aorta is presumably too high and therefore it allows inadequate
amount of time to pass the endothelial barrier and reach SMCs, the target cells in the
present study.
On the other hand, local aplication of the nucleic acid reduces the risk of degradation
and decreases the side effects caused by nonspecific site of action. At the same time,
it allows an accurate dosage of delivery of the active compound for a fast therapeutic
effect. Decoy ODNs were locally applied at the level of the lungs [118], eyes [98] or
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skin [144].
Viral mediated approach of decoy ODN delivery is an effective and targeted option for
transcription factor neutralization for treatment of diverse pathologies. AAVs are the
most frequently used gene delivery vehicles for therapeutic approaches due to of their
non-pathogenic nature and low immunogenity, as well as long-term transduction effi-
ciency [145]. In the present study, hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs were delivered in SMCs
by using AAV serotype 9 with modified capsid. The vector was directed to human en-
dothelial cells in vitro and was shown to be significantly more effective in transduc-
ing the target cells as compared to the wild type AAV9 [208]. Importantly, the rate of
AAV9SLR neutralization by AAV antibodies contained in human sera was dramatically
reduced, confirming that the vector is a feasible tool for gene therapy [208]. The ability
of AAV9SLR to transduce endothelial cells was already proven by intradermal injection
of the vector particles [120]. However, this study is the first to show successful SMCs
transduction by AAV9SLR in mgR/mgR mice.
Initially, the evaluation of transduction efficiency of AAV9SLR in the aorta was made
by tail-vein injection of the AAV9SLR vector expressing EGFP. Nevertheless, the green
fluorescent marker was detected neither in SMCs, nor endothelial cells. This could be,
as in the case of ”naked” decoy ODNs, due to the high flow velocity in the thoracic
aorta, not permitting sufficient contact time of the AAV with the tissue in order to allow
successful transduction. Therefore, the application of the viral construct was further per-
formed ex vivo and treated grafts were next implanted into mgR/mgR mice in a model
of renal aortic transplantation, as previously described [184], [4]. This method allowed
the successful transduction of both endothelial cells and SMCs in the aorta, as shown by
CD31 and EGFP immunohistochemistry experiments. Moreover, by using RNA F.I.S.H
method, hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs could be detected in transduced cells.
6.1.5 The importance of inflamation in aortic aneurysm development
The role of ROS in the pathogenesis of aortic aneurysms has already been investigated
[131]. ROS increase MCP-1 secretion by SMCs in the aortic wall, thereby stimulating
macrophage infiltration and increasing the migratory capacity of SMCs [177]. Addition-
ally, increased oxidative stress and pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and IFN-γ
(Interferon-γ) were found to be present in biopsies isolated from patients undergoing
surgery after thoracic aortic aneurysm [57]. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that
the aorthopathy observed in Marfan syndrome is partly due to the high amount of ROS
generated in SMCs and macrophages, which was proven to be caused by increased TGF-
β signalling [170], through activation of NOX4 (NADPH oxidase-4) [193]. NOX4 was
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shown to be transcriptionally regulated by AP-1 and SMCs treatment with a decoy ODN
that neutralized the transcription factor led to decreased accumulation of ROS [128]. In
accordance with this study, the treatment with AAV9SLR neutralizing AP-1 could sig-
nificantly reduce the level of ROS produced in aortic grafts of mice which received viral
treatment.
Pro-inflammatory cytokines and oxidative stress enhance SMCs migration rate, as
shown by primary cultures isolated from Marfan syndrome patients [40]. The data pre-
sented here show that AP-1 activation through IL1-β treatment can induce both the level
of ROS production and the migration rate of primary SMCs, which could be decreased
by hpAP-1 decoy ODNs treatment.
On the inflammatory level there is evidence that macrophage infiltration is an early
event that leads to aneurysm development in the context of Marfan syndrome [76].
Macrophages can enhance the rate of elastin degradation through MMP secretion [164].
Elastin fragmentation leads to secretion of elastin-derived peptides, which in turn act as
a chemotactic agent for macrophages [75]. In agreement with these results, mgR/mgR
mice treatment with a monoclonal antibody against the elastin binding domain could de-
crease inflammatory cells infiltration, accompanied by decreased MMP activity in the
aorta of mgR/mgR mice [77].
Moreover, TGF-β signalling and inflammatory pathways were shown to be highly acti-
vated in aorta of Marfan patients [164]. In the same study, immune cells infiltration was
observed in both aortic adventitia and media, and plasma analysis showed increased
concentration of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as M-CSF (Macrophage colony
stimulating factor), MCP-1, IL-8, IL-17 and INF-γ. The high number of macrophages
present in aortic specimens of Marfan mice lead, in turn, to an increased expression
level of the macrophage elastase MMP12 which further contributes to the elastic lam-
inae degradation and consequently to the aneurysm development [187]. The results of
the present study show that ex vivo treatment with AAV9SLR expressing hp AP-1 RNA
decoy ODNs decreased the amount of macrophages in the adventitia of fibrillin-1 un-
derexpressing mice. Similar to previous studies targeting inflammation in Marfan syn-
drome by indomethacin treatment [78], our data show that MMP12 protein level in
aortic cryosections of treated mice was as well downregulated, which correlated with
less elastin breaks in the media. These results indicate that AP-1 neutralization by
the designed AAV can alter the pro-inflammatory environment which precedes aortic
aneurysm dissection.
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6.1.6 Endothelial permeability in Marfan syndrome
Ex vivo treatment of mgR/mgR aortic grafts with AAV9SLR led to transduction of not
only endothelial cells, but also SMCs of the media, proving the ability of the vector to
pass the endothelial cell layer. This observation is consistent with the previous study
[4], which showed the ability of AP1 decoy ODNs to reach SMCs in mgR/mgR grafts.
In contrast, aortic grafts isolated from wild type mice showed high transduction effi-
ciency of endothelial cells, but considerably reduced EGFP positive SMCs as compared
to mgR/mgR grafts. This can be explained by a dysfunction in the endothelial cell layer
in the aorta of mgR/mgR mice, which was already addressed in the literature [184].
Plasma of Marfan syndrome patients was shown to contain high amounts of endothelial
cells-related products von Willebrand factor antigen and thrombomodulin, proving in-
directly an endothelial dysfunction [19].
Endothelial hyperpermeability was shown to be correlated with inflammatory cell re-
cruitment in various models of vascular diseases [111]. Gelatinases MMP9 and MMP2
were shown to be responsible for the endothelial tight junction protein ZO-1 degrada-
tion in brain vessels [213]. In the current study, we demonstrated that aortic samples
from Marfan mice present decreased ZO-1 protein level in CD31 positive endothelial
cells, which can be a direct explanation for the observed endothelial cell dysfunction.
However, by transduction with AAV9SLR expressing hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs, the
tight junction expression could be rescued and brought to similar protein levels as the
ones detected in the wild type controls. These results could further explain the therapeu-
tic effect of the designed AAV9SLR transduction and could be an additional reason for
the decreased macrophage numbers infiltrating the treated aorta.
6.1.7 Targeting other transcription factors for treatment of Marfan syndrome
The present study proves the importance of the transcription family AP-1 in the patho-
genesis of aortic aneurysms in the context of Marfan syndrome. However, the signifi-
cance of other transcription factors should be further considered in order to identify in
more depth the molecular basis of this disease and to advance new therapeutic strategies.
One protein of interest is KLF4. Although the role of this transcription factor was mostly
elucidated during embryonic development [56] as well as in stem cell populations [237],
its function in SMCs was less studied. It is known that the deletion of this transcrip-
tion factor is beneficial in the context of abdominal aortic aneurysms development in
both elastase and angiotensin II infusion models [175]. SMCs specific deletion of KLF4
decreased the pro-inflammatory cytokines MCP1, TNF-α, CCL12 (Chemokine (C-C
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motif) ligand 12), and IL-23 in the aortic wall and the number of elastin breaks was sig-
nificantly reduced in these mice in abdominal aneurysm models. Moreover, KLF4 was
shown to be highly upregulated and activated in samples isolated from human aortic
aneurysms [175]. KLF4 was also shown to have a major role in artherosclerosis patho-
genesis by increasing the pro-inflammatory environment in the plaques. Interestingly,
SMCs conditional knockout of KLF4 led to a dramatic decrease in plaque size and in-
creased plaque stability, accompanied by a reduced number of pro-inflammatory cells
in the vessel wall [186].
A recent study using SMCs differentiated from iPSCs (induced pluripotent stem cells)
derived from Marfan patients also points out the importance of KLF4 in the progression
of the disease [72]. KLF4 was significantly increased on mRNA and protein levels in
Marfan syndrome lines, and silencing this transcription factor with siRNA led to in-
creased deposition of fibrillin-1 in vitro. These data validate KLF4 as another key target
that leads to the phenotype shown by Marfan patients, but also for other vascular dis-
eases with inflammatory component.
It was previously demonstrated that KLF4 expression on the basal level is extremely low,
but it is rapidly induced after injury [122]. The reduced KLF4 expression level detected
by immunohistochemistry in this study further confirms this observation. In contrast,
mgR/mgR aortic cryosections presented significantly increased nuclear translocation of
KLF4 into the nucleus, showing the activation of the transcription factor in mgR/mgR
SMCs.
The activity of other transcription factors such as SMAD family were shown to corre-
late with the severity of thoracic aneurysms in Marfan syndrome [90] and hence decoys
downregulating downstream pathways could be analysed as therapeutic nucleic acid
drugs.
6.1.8 Limitations and perpectives
The main limitation of this study is the mode of application of the viral vector in aortic
grafts. Since AAV9SLR was unable to transduce SMCs after tail vein injection, we used
heterologous transplantation model to reimplant treated grafts. This method is however
impossible to translate into practice in the clinical context. Nevertheless, this procedure
allowed us to show the effects of AAV9SLR-mediated AP-1 neutralization on the elastin
fibers architecture and can be used as a proof of principle study. For further translation
projects, a new viral application method should be developed. One possibility of trans-
fection with hpAP-1 decoy ODNs or of transduction with AAV9SLR expresing hpAP-1
RNA decoy ODNs would be using a celulose-based delivery sheet, as previously de-
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scribed [134]. In addition, a hydrogel-based delivery system was also shown to be an
appropriate vehicle for DNA transfection into the vessel wall [229]. The hydrogel sheet
could be placed around the thoracic aorta, in the areas where aneurysm formation is
evident, and could inhibit its development and dissection.
Furthermore, because of the delivery method we employed, the effect of AAV9SLR
cons on the survival rate of mgR/mgR mice could not be addressed. It was previously
shown [156] that the survival rate of homozygous mgR/mgR mice is poor, due to vascu-
lar complications, specifically aortic aneurysms. Starting with as early as 6 weeks of age,
mgR/mgR mice present fragmented elastin fibers at the level of the aorta, with immune
cells infiltration and medial calcification, which later develop into aortic aneurysms.
In addition, the active AAVs could be applied at different stages of the disease to de-
termine the best time point of transduction to obtain the best results, which could be a
valuable step before translation into further clinical studies.
The mgR/mgR mouse model for Marfan syndrome is a valuable tool for pre-clinical
testing of AAV transfer at the level of the aorta. Nonetheless, large animals model for
Marfan syndrome have already been described [205]. The fibrillin-1 mutant pigs re-
capitulated the features of Marfan syndrome observed in humans and the similarities
between pigs and humans are closer from a physiological point of view. The fibrillin-1
mutant pigs present scoliosis, a feature of Marfan patients, and the histopathology of the
aorta is similar to the one observed in mgR/mgR mice and patients. Using large animal
models would make surgical procedures much easier to execute. For example, the use
of a dispatch catheter was already shown to be a feasible way to deliver a viral vector
in a pig coronary artery [224]. This method allowed as well the transfection of decoy
ODNs into the coronary arteries of minipigs in a model of stent angioplasty [20].
In addition, the possibility of using decoy ODNs neutralizing other transcription factors
important in aneurysm formation could be further assessed. KLF4 activation, described
in detail in the previous section, was shown in mgR/mgR aorta. Decoy ODNs for KLF4
are already described [163], and their efficiency could be tested in Marfan syndrome
model.
6.2 Heart hypertrophy
6.2.1 Clinical importance
Heart hypertrophy represents the response of myocardium to stress conditions, such as
pressure or volume overload or neurohormonal stimuli and represents one of the lead-
ing causes of death in Western countries. This process is an adaptive series of events
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which lead to increased heart size due to cardiomyocyte growth [64]. Although my-
ocardial hypertrophy can help in decreasing wall stress, it can lead to a dilated stage,
with decompensated function and heart failure. The mechanisms of decompensation in-
clude loss of cardiomyocytes through apoptosis, necrosis and autophagy. Consequently,
myocyte replacement with myofibroblasts and intense remodelling of the heart occurs,
accompanied by reduced contractility [48]. Recently, therapeutic strategies focused on
reversing or even blocking the hypertrophic response, which was shown to inhibit heart
failure, even when pressure overload persisted [106]. In the case of translational studies
in human patients, other virus serotypes were confirmed to successfully transduce car-
diomyocytes following intracoronary administration, for instance AAV1.
Traditional pharmacological treatment options include intervention with β-adrenergic
receptor antagonists, inhibitors of angiotensin II and diuretics, all with good short-term
response. However, the 5-year survival is below 50% [155]. Therefore, new therapeutic
strategies are necessary to be established.
6.2.2 Novelty of the study
Therapeutic DNA oligonucleotides have already been tested in the treatment of heart hy-
pertrophy in various models. Antisense oligonucleotides directed against LIF (leukemia
inhibitory factor) and CT-1 (cardiotrophin-1) could downregulate AngII (angiotensin-
II)-induced hypertrophic response in vitro [176]. However, their effects in a heart fail-
ure animal model was not analysed. Inhibition of phospholamban, a SERCA2a inhibitor
through systemic injection of antisense oligonucleotides improved heart function in a
pressure-overload mouse model [138]. Although effective, this approach could lead to
side effects due to the systemic administration route, which is not specific for the target
organ.
AAV mediated oligonucleotide expression in the myocardium could improve the distri-
bution of the nucleic acid into target cells. The advantages of recombinant AAVs is the
ability of transducing both dividing and non-dividing cells, inducing the expression of
the gene of interest without inducing an immune response. Furthermore, several AAV
serotypes were shown to have tropism for the heart [91]. AAV-mediated angiotensino-
gen antisense delivery was shown to reduce heart hypertrophy in a spontaneous hyper-
tension mouse model [103].
The therapeutic effect on myocardium infarction of an NF-κB decoy ODNs has been
previously shown [139]. Treatment with the active compound, but not the scrambled
control before occlusion or immediately after reperfusion could decrease the infarction
size and reduce the inflammatory response [139]. On the other hand, GATA4 decoy
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ODNs failed to reduce ET-1-induced hypertrophic response in neonatal rat cardiomy-
ocytes [159], suggesting that this transcription factor is not essential for the development
of hypertrophy. GATA4 factor activity was shown to be correlated with the expression
of other transcription factors, including NFAT and MEF2 [105]. This could constitute
one of the reasons for unsuccessful reduction of hypertrophic markers and underlines
the complexity of the molecular mechanisms leading to heart failure.
In consistence with the present study, NFAT inhibition was proven to be an effective
method of treatment of pressure overload induced heart hypertrophy [112]. The admin-
istration of VIVIT, an inhibiting peptide after TAC led to decreased fetal gene program,
reduced myocardium weight and improved heart function in comparison to control an-
imals. Nevertheless, the administration of high peptide doses could be problematic for
further clinical translation. Moreover, because of the short half-life of this compound,
repeated injection of VIVIT is required. In contrast, the approach suggested in this study
involves the single systemic injection of the AAV9 for continuous production of the de-
coy ODNs in target tissue, i.e. the myocardium, which is an advantage in comparison to
previous published studies.
The study offers a new preventive one-time treatment for heart hypertrophy and decom-
pensated heart failure. This involves the AAV9-mediated delivery of hp RNA decoy
ODNs that reduce NFAT transcriptional activity. After one-time injection, decoy ODNs
are continuously expressed in transduced cells as shRNAs bearing the consensus bind-
ing site in the promoter region of this transcription factor and can therefore downregulate
the expression of target genes involved in hypertrophic response. This is, to our knowl-
edge, the first AAV-mediated approach for NFAT transcription factor neutralization as a
therapeutic approach for heart hypertrophy. By using cardiomyocyte cell models, suc-
cessful decrease in NFAT-regulated genes was proven. Importantly, a beneficial effect
on heart function was shown in TAC model of pressure overload.
6.2.3 Regulation of fetal gene program in heart hypertrophy
Synthesis of natriuretic peptides ANP and BNP is increased in the late fetal and early
neonatal development stages, remarkably decreasing in the adult myocardium [25]. The
reexpression of fetal gene program is a common characteristic of failing myocardium,
representing a reliable marker of heart dysfunction. Several studies showed the corre-
lation between BNP plasma levels and prognosis of heart failure patients [203]. Raised
BNP protein concentration detected in plasma correlate with the severity of heart dis-
ease and mortality rate. BNP was shown to decrease following therapy [104].
The role of NFAT in the BNP reexpression in the hypertrophied myocardium has been
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previously addressed [207]. Following nuclear translocation, NFAT synergizes with
GATA4 to activate fetal gene program [137, 209]. In the present study, the importance
of NFAT in the reactivation of ANP and BNP was further confirmed. Neutralization of
this transcription factor in vitro by means of ”naked” hpNFAT decoy ODNs, as well
as AAV expressing hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs led to a significant downregulation of
the fetal gene program on mRNA and protein level in HL-1 cells stimulated with ET-1.
Remarkably, the results could be reproduced in vivo in TAC-induced heart hypertrophy
model.
Additionally, hypertrophic response includes the myosin heavy chain switch, which in-
volves the β-MHC isoform reexpression and downregulation of α-MHC [123]. Trans-
genic mice expressing only β-MHC under basal levels presented a more pronounced
hypertrophy under isoproterenol stimulation than wild type controls, showing the impor-
tance of this isoform in the disease progression [108]. The myosin switch was shown in
various models of pathologic hypertrophy but not by physiological stimuli, such as exer-
cise [179], [123] and is induced by pressure-overload [123]. The increase in the protein
levels of β isoform of MHC was proven to influence heart function through reduced AT-
Pase activity of this isoform and decreased contractility of expressing myocytes [109].
This can be an adaptive response to stress stimuli and has the role of increasing the
metabolic efficiency.
The results of immunofluorescence experiments presented in this study show a signif-
icant increase in β-MHC protein level in ET-1 stimulated HL-1 cells. Similarly, it was
noted a clear re-expression of the β isoform following TAC in the mouse myocardium.
Taking into account that the myosin switch is a reversible process and β-MHC expres-
sion is downregulated after removal of the pathological stimuli [79], the effect of hpN-
FAT RNA decoy ODNs was further analysed. In a similar manner as the ANP and BNP
expression levels, hpNFAT decoy ODNs reduced β-MHC protein level both in vitro and
in vivo, in myocardium cryosections. This finding confirms the protective effect of the
designed vector on heart hypertrophy.
Myocardium growth is accompanied by myocyte hypertrophy, while cardiomyocyte di-
vision is almost non-existent [154]. This process involves the elevation of protein trans-
lation rate [83], by a significant increase in the level of protein synthesis as compared to
proteolysis. Pro-hypertrophic stimuli, such as ET-1, isoproterenol or AngII regulate the
ribosome number in myocytes, as well as translational capacity [18].
The investigation of the exact mechanism through which NFAT inhibition leads to de-
creased protein translation level, as proven in this study, was not one of our purposes.
However, UBF (Upstream binding factor), which is critical for increasing translation
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efficiency in the context of heart hypertrophy [17], was shown to have an NFAT binding
site in the promoter region [46]. Additionally, NFAT regulates RCAN1-4 which in turn
upregulates eIF4E (Eukaryotic initiation factor 4E) [114], another key player of global
protein synthesis [204].
Protein translation level was measured as well in the context of TAC-induced heart hy-
pertrophy. The results are in consistence with previous studies [143], [142], proving a
significant TAC-induced increase in protein synthesis in PBS-treated mice, as well as
in the animals injected with AAV9 expressing hpNFAT mut RNA decoy ODNs. Im-
portantly, treatment with AAV9 expressing hpNFAT cons RNA decoy ODNs led to a
decrease in the level of global protein translation, proving reduced hypertrophic growth
in cardiomyocytes.
6.2.4 Cardiomyocyte architecture in heart failure
Heart failure is accompanied by structural changes observed in cardiomyocytes. More
speciffically, cell hypertrophy is complemented by an increase in sarcomerogenesis [50]
and decrease in the regularity of T-tubules [126].
In the present study, cardiomyocyte size in tissue sections was quantified using two
different validated approaches, specifically WGA and H&E staining. The evaluation of
the measurements reveals that NFAT neutralization by RNA decoy ODNs leads to de-
creased TAC-induced myocyte dimensions, suggesting decreased hypertrophy. In line
with these data, a decreased HW/TL ratio was observed in AAV9 treated mice.
In addition to increased myocardium weight, left ventricular dysfunction leads to no-
table lung remodelling [30]. TAC induces lung edema, fibrosis and inflammatory cell
infiltration. Therefore, LW/TL ratio is a reliable parameter to assess the severity of heart
failure [206]. In mice treated with hpNFAT RNA cons decoy ODNs - generating AAV9
prior to TAC, it was noted a decrease in LW/TL measurements. These results further
confirm the preventive effect of decreased NFAT activity not only on heart hypertrophy,
but also on heart failure.
Transverse tubules are membranes invaginations found in muscle cells which play a crit-
ical role in excitation-coupling. Structural changes in T-tubules arrangement has been
described in models of heart failure [74]. The T-tubule disorganization was observed in
a pressure-overload model starting from the incipient phase of left ventricular dysfunc-
tion and more rapidly during the transition of hypertrophy to heart failure. The degree
of remodelling was correlated to the severity of the disease [215]. In addition, loss of
T-tubule regularity was observed in failing human and rat cardiomyocytes [126]. The
analysis of T-tubules arrangement in myocardium of mice subjected to TAC shows a
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more regular pattern in the hpNFAT cons RNA decoy ODNs, while in the control ani-
mals presented detubulation of parts of cardiomyocytes. This observation can account
for the severe heart function in the control group and for the progression of the disease
into heart failure. More experiments have to be performed to address if NFAT is a direct
factor of T-tubule disarrangement in the myocardium of mice subjected to TAC.
6.2.5 Remodeling of extracelular matrix in heart failure
Pressure overload or hypertension induces severe remodelling in the myocardium, asso-
ciated with pro-inflammatory cells infiltration and extracellular matrix deposition. The
amount of excess fibrotic tissue was shown to be correlated with the heart failure stage
[178], proving the major role of this process in the development of the disease. Intersti-
tial fibrosis is a beneficial event in the early stages of myocardium hypertrophy, being an
adaptation to increased cardiomyocyte size. However, excessive collagen deposition due
to chronic stress increases myocardium stiffness and decreases the contractility [39].
Previous studies on this topic show the emerging role of TGF-β in the progression of
cardiac fibrosis. Transgenic mice overexpressing TGF-β show heart hypertrophy char-
acterized by increased cardiomyocyte dimensions, as well as elevated fibrosis and ab-
normalities in heart function [171]. TGF-β inhibition ameliorates heart disease in a
model of pressure overload and hypertension [113, 87]. Interestingly, TGF-β-mediated
production of collagen 1 and fibronectin was proven to be NFAT-regulated in fibroblasts
[238].
In the current study, the effect of hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs on TAC-induced fibrosis
was examined. As previously described [230], stenosis of the transverse aorta caused
increased collagen deposition both in the interstitial and perivascular areas, as shown
by Masson’s Trichrome staining. However, the injection of the active AAV9 expressing
hpNFAT cons RNA decoy ODNs decreased the fibrotic area. These results were con-
firmed on the mRNA level by a significant decrease in collagen 3, TGF-β and CTGF
gene expression. The reduced fibrosis noted in AAV9 treated mice could account for the
improvement in the cardiac performance.
In consistence to these results, NFAT inhibition through injection of FTY-720, a com-
pound used in treatment for multiple sclerosis, was shown to reverse cardiac fibrosis in
TAC-subjected mice [121]. Reduction in periostin protein level was proven to be respon-
sible for this beneficial effect. This protein is an extracellular matrix component which
is present in low amount in the myocardium on basal conditions, but its expression is
remarkably increased in failing hearts [151]. Moreover, NFAT activity was shown to
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be significantly higher in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, leading to intense lung remod-
elling and fibroblast proliferation [198].
6.2.6 NFAT transcription factors involved in heart hypertrophy
The designed decoy ODNs used in the present study are highly specific for NFAT1,
NFAT2, NFAT3 and NFAT4. The four members are dephosphorylated by calcineurin
and lead to the activation of the fetal gene program and initiation of hypertrophy [137].
The expression of all four proteins was detected in the myocardium [16]. NFAT1 de-
ficiency ameliorated heart hypertrophy in a pressure-overload model, showing the im-
portance of this transcription factor in the development of the disease [16]. NFAT3 as-
sociates with GATA4, GATA5 and GATA6 transcription factors to drive BNP expres-
sion [137]. NFAT4 deficient mice develop a low grade of calcineurin transgene-induced
hypertrophy. However, the effect was incomplete, proving that other transcription are
necessary for disease development [221].
The specificity of the decoy ODNs was shown by analysing NFAT5 activity in vitro
after ODNs treatment. In contrast to NFAT1-4 transcription factors, which contain sim-
ilar sequence identity, NFAT5 relates to the other members of the NFAT family only
through the Rel-like DNA-binding domain and lacks the calcineurin-binding domain
[124]. NFAT5 is involved in the response to osmotic stress by controlling transporter
molecules and enzymes that replace electrolytes with uncharged organic compounds
[32]. Homozygoous mice lacking NFAT5 showed embryonic lethality, impaired car-
diomyocyte function, with reduced spontanous beating activity and decreased myocyte
density [127]. Therefore, the assessment of NFAT5 activation in hpNFAT decoy ODNs
treated cardiomyocytes was critical. The experiments demonstrated that neither the
”naked” hpNFAT decoy ODNs, nor AAV6 expressing the shRNA decoy ODNs affects
NFAT5 nuclear translocation in osmotically challenged HL-1 cardiomyocytes. More-
over, there was no difference in the expression of genes involved in adaptation to os-
motic stress. Taken together, these findings suggest that hpNFAT decoy ODNs treatment
does not influence NFAT5 function.
6.2.7 Limitations and perspectives
The present study demonstrates an approach of preventing heart hypertrophy and its
transition into heart failure, by RNA decoy ODNs which neutralize the activity of NFAT.
The in vivo experimental model consisted of AAV9 injection two weeks prior to TAC,
in order to allow the generation of the active RNA decoy ODNs in the myocardium.
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Nevertheless, in the case of heart failure patients, a prophylactic AAV administration is
not possible. Therefore, another set of experiments is required, which show the effect
of the designed AAV9 after hypertrophy is established and ventricular dysfunction is
noted.
Although AAV9 has tropism for muscle cells and the transduction efficiency of car-
diomyocytes is high, this virus serotype was shown to transduce other organs and cell
types [95]. The transduction efficiency of cardiomyocytes with AAV9, presented in this
study, is consistent with previous published results [95, 152] which show an almost 100
% transduction efficiency of cardiomyocytes after tail-vein systemic delivery of AAV9.
However, liver, skeletal muscle and lung transduction was also observed in mice, al-
though the infection efficiency in these organs was proven to be much reduced as com-
pared to the myocardium [61]. In addition, AAV9 was shown to be able to pass the
brain blood barrier and transduce with high efficiency neuronal cells [61]. Nevertheless,
for further successful and safe translation into a clinical approach, an AAV serotype
with more specificity for the heart should be used. An AAV9 with targeted capsid to
cardiomyocytes, selected from a random library, has been developed and was shown to
target the heart [231]. Moreover, the AAV2 harbouring the cardiac myosin light chain
promoter fused with CMV immediate-early enhancer [136] increased cardiomyocytes
transduction efficiency following systemic injection, as compared to AAV2 containing
CMV promoter. Moreover, the addition of a targeting capsid peptide to this new tran-
scriptionally targeted AAV2 further improved vector specificity [136].
The mouse model of transverse aortic constriction is already a well-characterized heart
hypertrophy system and allows the analysis of the molecular mechanisms of transition
of hypertrophy into heart failure. The procedure mimics human aortic stenosis, mak-
ing it a clinically relevant model to study the disease [44]. The main advantage of this
model is the possibility to quantify the degree of stenosis by measuring the pressure
gradient through the constriction site by means of echocardiography. TAC induces rapid
cardiac dysfunction, as well as fibrosis [12] and depending on the needle size used to
produce the banding, heart failure. One limitation of this model is the rapid onset of the
stenosis, which cannot be correlated to the patient situation. TAC surgery is normally
performed in young mice, which is also a difference to the clinical situation. Other ap-
proach for investigation of in vivo mechanisms of heart failure consist of genetically
engineered mouse models, which do not entirely mimick the patient situation. In ad-
dition, isoproterenol treatment was shown to induce heart hypertrophy in mice, but a
clear heart failure phenotype can be developed only with using high dosage of the cate-
cholamine, which was shown to have high mortality rate in this model [71]. Therefore,
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the effect of the described AAV9 vector on heart function could be studied in different
animal models in which heart failure has different aetiology, such as hypertensive heart
failure [173], neurohormonal stress models [102] or genetic models. This could expand
the therapeutic application of the hpNFAT RNA decoy ODNs. Moreover, through this
method, the role of NFAT in the progression of other types of heart disease could be
investigated.
In addition, the use of a large animal model is a prerequisite for clinical translation.
There are significant differences between the cardiovascular system of humans and mice
in respect to oxygen consumption, heart rate and contractile protein expression [81],
[49], making large animals experiments a critical step towards clinical application.
Moreover, the present study only proved the stable transduction of cardiomyocytes and
hpNFAT decoy ODNs expression following AAV9 injection on a limited time span.
However, before clinical translation, a long-term study should be performed to show the
stability of the transgene in the cardiac tissue.
6.3 Conclusions
The recent advances in the discovery of molecular mechanisms of diseases made it pos-
sible to advance new therapeutic strategies targeting dysfunctional protein expression.
The selective neutralization of transcription factor activity through decoy ODNs is one
of the possibilities of altering gene expression. In this study, we proved successful RNA
decoy ODNs generation through AAV transduction. This method allows the continuous
downregulation of specific genes in target cells and can be applied to a variety of dis-
orders with abnormal transcription factor activity. Moreover, the amount of hp decoy
ODNs produced in transduced cells was proven to be sufficient to downregulate genes
regulated by the transcription factor and to show a therapeutic effect.
The efficiency of this approach was demonstrated in two disease models, namely Mar-
fan syndrome and heart hypertrophy in which blocking the activity of AP-1 and NFAT
was aimed, respectively.
In the context of Marfan syndrome, the data presented show the possibility of deliv-
ering RNA decoy ODNs that neutralize AP-1 in aortic SMCs by means of an AAV
construct. This allowed the transduction of the target cells, as well as endothelial cells,
which afterwards expressed the active decoy ODNs in high amounts. Through this treat-
ment, a significant reduction in the activity of the transcription factor was demonstrated,
as shown by decreased downstream genes expression, as well as decreased number of
elastin breaks in mgR/mgR grafts. The method proposed here could be further translated
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into a new therapeutic approach to improve the characteristic elastin fibers remodelling
observed in this Marfan syndrome model.
In the present study, the focus is limited on the development of a method to inhibit aor-
tic aneurysm formation and dissection in the context of Marfan disease. However, the
beneficial effects of AP-1 inhibition by hpAP-1 RNA decoy ODNs expressed through
AAV9SLR transduction could be translated and explored in other vascular diseases
with activated AP-1 activity or with inflammatory component. For example, abnormal-
ities in SMCs function were observed in non-hereditary thoracic aneurysms, abdominal
aneurysms [2] and aging-induced vascular calcification and hyperplasia [197]. There-
fore, a similar method of transcription factor targeting could be evaluated in other dis-
ease models.
Reducing NFAT activity through the same concept by means of AAV9-mediated ex-
pression of hpNFAT decoy ODNs in cardiomyocytes was evaluated in an experimen-
tal model of pressure overload hypertrophy. AAV9-mediated hpNFAT RNA decoy
ODNs generation into the myocardium decreased hypertrophic and fibrotic markers,
and treated mice presented a significant improvement in heart function in comparison to
controls. Additionally, heart failure marker LW/TL ration was dramatically reduced and
the T tubule system structure was shown to be more regular than in control myocytes.
In conclusion, AAV9 expressing hpNFAT decoy ODNs can prevent heart hypertrophy
and inhibit its transition into heart failure. This approach shows, once again, the impor-
tance of inhibiting myocardium hypertrophy in order to prevent the transition into the
decompensated phase of chronic heart failure.
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